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Abstract 
 
The wavelength-division-multiplexed passive optical network (WDM-PON) offers many 
advantages such as large bandwidth per user, easy management, high network security 
and low insertion loss enabling long-reach and/or high split-ratio. However, with the 
rapid development and growing interest for deployment of WDM-PON, the PON systems 
are becoming increasingly vulnerable to various failures. Therefore, network supervision 
becomes extremely important to guarantee an appropriate level of network reliability 
performance.  

The aim of PON supervision is to provide automated test and diagnostic capability 
without compromising the available bandwidth for services. An essential function is to 
detect any kind of deterioration in the network that can cause suspended services and to 
remotely localize these faults in order to avoid the high cost arising from troubleshooting. 
In this thesis, we evaluate several existing WDM PON supervision methods, based on 
which two simple and cost-effective new solutions are proposed to localize fiber failures 
in WDM PON systems. In the first solution, a conventional optical time domain 
reflectometry (OTDR) and a switch unit are employed, while in the second method, a 
novel architecture based on N×N arrayed waveguide grating (AWG) is proposed. Both 
methods are able to localize failures in feeder fiber and drop fibers without e.g. using 
expensive tunable OTDRs. A patent has been filed based on the second solution. The first 
proposed method is validated by simulations using VPI Transmission Maker. According 
to the results, this supervision method is able to give accurate measurement of many 
different types of failures that may happen in a fiber link. Furthermore, VPI is examined 
in terms of its future applicability in modeling complete PON supervision methods based 
on OTDR. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

Passive optical networks (PONs) are currently widely used for 
fiber-to-the-home/premises/curb/cabinet applications. Two variants of time-domain 
multiplexing (TDM)-PON, GPON and EPON, have been commercialized for a long time. 
However, along with the increase of the number of subscribers and the emerging of new 
applications, the fast growth of data traffic will continue. Wavelength-division multiplexing 
(WDM)-PON is considered as next generation solution to further boost the capacity of 
network. In this chapter, the research background is briefly introduced. A general description 
of TDM-PON and WDM-PON along with their supervision methods is given in subchapter 
1.1. Aims and contributions of this thesis work are discussed in subchapter 1.2, after which 
the methodology is presented in subchapter 1.3. Finally, subchapter 1.4 provides the outline 
of this thesis. 

1.1 Background 
Due to the rapid evolution of bandwidth hungry services such as high-definition television 
(HDTV) and standard-definition television (SDTV), nowadays, our life has been dominated 
by the consumption of large-volume data. Fig. 1.1 shows how the U.S. consumer bandwidth 
grows from 2000 to 2008. The consumed bandwidth increases exponentially as a function of 
time. Future access networks will need a guaranteed symmetric bandwidth of 100Mb/s per 
user and beyond instead of bandwidth of 100Mb/s shared by all the subscribers [1].  

 
Fig. 1.1 U.S. consumer bandwidth (2000-2008) [4] 

It is well-known that the traditional access networks based on coaxial cables or twisted pair 
cables have very limited bandwidth-distance product. At the data rate of 100 Mb/s, the 
transmission distance will be limited to less than 100 meters and highly advanced 
transmission technologies are required [2]. In contrast, optical fiber provides almost unlimited 
bandwidth over extremely long transmission distance. For instance, the current laboratory 
fiber optic data rate record, held by Bell Labs in Villarceaux (France), is multiplexed155 
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channels, each carrying 100 Gbit/s over a 7000 km fiber [3]. In order to satisfy 100 Mb/s on a 
per-user basis and beyond, it is essential to use optical fiber as the transmission media in 
access networks. As a promising solution, passive optical network (PON) technology is 
currently receiving more and more attention.  

1.1.1 PON Overview 

A typical PON consists of an optical line terminal (OLT) at the service provider's central 
office, a number of optical network units (ONUs) or optical network terminals (ONTs) close 
to the end-users, and the optical distribution network (ODN) between. An ODN is mainly 
composed of fibers and some passive components, which do not require powering. Since fiber 
infrastructure of the PON is based on passive point-to-multipoint architecture, the feeder 
subchapter which is from the OLT to the remote node is shared by all ONUs and hence the 
cost on a per-user basis can be kept low. Therefore, PON is economically feasible for 
subscribers [2].  

Different PON systems are defined in ITU-T recommendations and IEEE standards [7]:  
 The ITU-T standardized Broadband PON (BPON, ITU-T Recommendation G.983.x 

series), using ATM as the transport protocol with data rate combination of 155.52 and 
622.08 Mb/s. BPON transport any types of data, regardless of the type of the data link 
frame. 

 Gigabit-Capable PON (GPON ITU-T Recommendation G.984.x series), provides much 
flexibility, transporting any type of data using ATM protocol and GPON encapsulation 
method (GEM), which encapsulates different types of data. GPON provides several 
possible combinations of upstream and downstream data rates (up to 2488.32 Mb/s 
downstream). 

 The IEEE standardized EPON (IEEE 802.3ah-2004) use a multipoint media access 
control protocol (MPCP) [3], is designed for simplicity and allows packet-based 
transmission upstream and downstream at a data rate of 1250 Mb/s after 8B/10B coding.    

With the development and rapid evolution of PON technology in recent years, EPON and 
GPON have become the major PON technologies. Both techniques have a number of 
supporters. Currently, EPON is intensively deployed in Asia-Pacific region; particularly in 
Japan and South Korea, while GPON is popular in Europe and North America [8].   

1.1.2 TDM-PON vs. WDM-PON 

Fig. 1.2 shows a typical TDM-PON, which is a point-to-multipoint (P2MP), FTTx (e.g., fiber 
to the home (FTTH), fiber to the premises (FTTP), fiber to the curb (FTTC), etc.) network 
architecture [5]. An OLT is connected with many ONUs via a remote node, which usually 
contains one or several optical power splitters. The downstream 1490 nm wavelength channel 
and upstream 1310 nm wavelength channel are used to transmit data and voice signal, while 
the downstream 1550 nm wavelength channel is used for analog video overlay [7]. In the 
downstream direction, all the packets from the OLT are broadcasted by the splitter and sent to 
each ONU. All the ONUs recognize their own packets through the address labels embedded 
in the head of the packets [9]. In the upstream direction, signals from different ONUs are 
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multiplexed by the remote node in the time domain and sent to the OLT. Most of the 
commercial PONs today, e.g., BPON, EPON, and GPON, are TDM-PONs. 

 

 
Fig. 1.2 Typical architecture of a TDM-PON [6] 

Although TDM-PON provides higher bandwidth than traditional access networks, it may 
not be able to fulfill the requirements of the future network with respect to the continuously 
growing demand of bandwidth [5]. Furthermore, the use of optical power splitter leads to 
security issues and significant power losses. For instance, a 1:32 optical splitter imposes more 
than 17 dB insertion loss.  

 
Fig. 1.3 Typical architecture of a WDM-PON [10] 

WDM-PON as a promising solution is able to improve the performance such as bandwidth, 
security, power loss, etc， in the very near future. A typical WDM-PON system based on 
wavelength splitting uses a passive wavelength (de-)multiplexer, e.g., arrayed waveguide 
grating (AWG) (see Fig. 1.3), in the remote node. Signals are coded on various wavelength 
channels, and then routed to different ONUs by the (de-)multiplexer. The use of a 
(de-)multiplexer avoids the large insertion loss introduced by optical splitter, which greatly 
improves the power budget of the whole system [11]. This approach also creates a 
point-to-point (PtP) link where a dedicated wavelength channel is reserved between the OLT 
and each ONU. Thus, each ONU can operate at the full bit rate of its own wavelength channel. 
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Moreover, since each ONU only receives its own signals, this point-to-point logical 
architecture brings in much more privacy and higher security than the TDM-PON technology.  

Another type of WDM-PON which is referred to as power-splitting approach still uses 
optical splitter at the remote node, where the data signals with different wavelengths are 
broadcasted to each ONU. Then, the optical filters positioned right before the transceivers at 
the ONUs help to select and transmit only one wavelength channel and block all the others. 
This kind of WDM-PON can be upgraded easily from the existing TDM-PON architecture 
without any change in ODN, but it cannot mitigate the problems of low security and high 
power loss. Therefore, this thesis focuses on wavelength splitting WDM PON. In the latter 
subchapters, the considered WDM PON is based on wavelength splitting.  

1.1.3 Advantages and challenges of WDM-PON 

WDM-PON offers the following advantages: 
• The passive ODN between OLT and ONUs enables the high-reliability of a WDM-PON 

system. 

• Compared with TDM-PON [12], the significantly reduced insertion loss of the remote 
node in WDM-PON (i.e. 3-5 dB caused by AWG) helps to improve the power budget as 
well as increasing the transmission distance [11].  

• Each ONU receives its own wavelength channel, enabling better privacy and security. 

• Each ONU can operate at the full bit rate of its own wavelength channel, which greatly 
increases the transmission bandwidth. 

• WDM-PON creates a PtP link between the OLT and each ONU, this architecture greatly 
simplifies the Media Access Control (MAC) layer, since no P2MP media access control 
is required[9]. 

• Ina WDM-PON system, the services provided to each ONU can be different, making the 
service provisioning and upgrade simple and cost-effective [12]. 

 
The challenges of WDM-PON include: 

• Relatively high cost of the WDM components. However, it is expected that the cost will 
be significantly dropped in recent years. [11] 

• The WDM component is temperature-sensitive, and the wavelength channels tend to drift 
with the changed environmental temperature. Active temperature-control components 
may be needed. On the other hand, many different kinds of temperature–agnostic WDM 
components have been introduced in order to solve this problem [9]. 

• In a WDM-PON, each ONU needs a different wavelength for upstream transmission, 
introducing a serious operational and economical issue. In recent years, a lot of efforts 
have been devoted to develop colorless ONUs to mitigate this problem. [12]. 
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1.1.4 PON Supervision 

Operation of a PON system with high reliability, stability and cost efficiency [13] is 
becoming a big challenge. In the case of WDM-PON system where a feeder fiber carries more 
than 1000 wavelength channels, each working at 1 Gb/s or even higher [14], a single failure 
can lead to a loss of huge amount of data. Thus, in order to minimize connection interruption 
time and improve reliability performance of the network [15], the supervision of the access 
network becomes extremely important. Basically, the PON supervision system is to provide 
real-time information on fiber/device fault detection and localization.  

For TDM-PON supervision, an optical time-domain reflectometer (OTDR) is typically 
used. In-service monitoring can be provided by using dedicated monitoring wavelength 
different from the traffic wavelength [15]. This method is simple and straightforward. 
However, since the OTDR pulse cannot by-pass the power splitter, the drop fibers cannot be 
monitored. In addition, this method can cause a cost issue since an additional optical filter is 
needed in every ONU in order to block the OTDR signal [16]. The intense OTDR pulse may 
also cause a penalty on the performance of the in-service channels through Raman scattering 
[17].   

Several WDM-PON supervision methods [18, 19] have already been proposed by using 
different optical components, such as PZT-tuned Fabry-Perot filters in [18] and fiber Bragg 
gratings (FBGs) in [19]. Some other supervision techniques also utilize pilot tones e.g. in [20]. 
In reference [21], a supervision method is presented based on a tunable OTDR. In [22], a 
broadband-monitoring light source has been introduced. Another method proposed in [23] 
reuses the downstream lasers as an OTDR and the monitoring source can localize the faults 
without using a tunable OTDR. In [24], a 1×N optical switch and a thin film DWDM filter 
have been introduced to interleave data signals and monitoring signals. However, Most of the 
existing solutions have some limitations, for example, significantly expensive, inefficient, 
insufficient resolution, requiring elaborate tuning mechanisms, low receiver sensitivity, as so 
on. Thus, a new WDM-PON supervision solution is needed.  

1.2 Aims and contributions of this thesis work 
As reviewed in subchapter 1.1.4, an optical time-domain reflectometer (OTDR) is still 
considered as the main characterization device for WDM-PON monitoring. However, in order 
to realize the cost-efficient supervision in WDM PON, several issues need to be addressed:  

• Possibility to avoid the use of a tunable OTDR, which is very expensive and time 
consuming in operation (scanning each link separately). 

• Mitigation of the side-effect of the monitoring signal on the data transmission. 

• Efficiency of the monitoring system, which detects and localizes the failure in a fast way. 

• Dynamic range of OTDR and its resolution 

With this in mind, this thesis first investigates the state-of-the art technologies and studies 
the different WDM-PON supervision methods. Secondly, the related performance of different 
OTDR based supervision methods is analyzed, based on which two novel efficient 
supervision solutions are introduced for WDM PON. A patent has been filed based on one of 
the solutions.  
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1.3 Methodology 
The thesis work is done in three stages:  
In the first stage, an investigation on the state-of-the art of WDM-PON supervision 
technologies is done through an extensive literature study. The architectural view of the 
WDM-PON supervision is introduced as well. Furthermore, the basic knowledge and 
characteristics of the WDM coupler (i.e. AWG) and the monitoring devices (including OTDR 
and Optical Frequency Domain Reflectometry, OFDR) are studied in this stage. 

In the second stage, an investigation on the main issues and challenges of WDM-PON 
supervision is done by analyzing current research papers and patents. Moreover, some 
promising approaches are assessed by comparing with the requirements of the efficient 
WDM-PON supervision in this stage.   

In the last stage of work, two new supervision solutions are proposed, in which, one of the 
methods is tested by VPI simulation. This is followed by the evaluation of the VPI software in 
terms of future applicability in modeling complete PON supervision systems. Conclusions are 
made according to both of the theoretical study and the software simulation.  

1.4 Thesis outline 
Chapter 2 gives an introduction of the WDM-PON supervision and the current status of this 
research area. Several promising supervision methods are reviewed, and a comparison 
between them is made.  
  Chapter 3 gives the virtual implementation module of OTDR as well as the two proposed 
novel efficient WDM-PON supervision solutions. The detailed software (VPI Transmission 
Maker) simulation module of the first solution and the measurement results of OTDR are 
presented. A comparison between the pre-set condition and simulation results is conducted 
and analyzed.  

Chapter 4 concludes the whole thesis work including the main achievements and the 
indications for further work. 
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Chapter 2. State-of-the-art of WDM-PON 
Supervision Methods 

In this chapter, the state-of-the-art of WDM-PON supervision methods is discussed. First, 
several important components for PON supervision, e.g. arrayed waveguide grating (AWG), 
optical time domain reflectometer (OTDR) and optical frequency domain reflectometer 
(OFDR), are introduced in subchapter 2.1. Then an overview of OTDR-based WDM-PON 
supervision is given in subchapter 2.2, and the last subchapter is devoted to the comparison of 
different existing WDM-PON supervision solutions. 

2.1 Important Components for WDM-PON Supervision 

2.1.1 Arrayed Waveguide Grating (AWG) 

As mentioned before, a passive optical network (PON) employs end-to-end optical 
transmission by optical distribution network (ODN), which mainly contains two segments: 
feeder and distribution. These two segments are connected via a remote node (RN), which 
only contains passive optical components. In TDM PON optical power splitter is used at RN. 
Downstream signals are sent by the OLT through the feeder fiber and then broadcasted by the 
power splitter to multiple ONUs, which are located at the user ends.  

In WDM-PON, the optical power splitter is replaced by a wavelength splitting component, 
e.g. arrayed waveguide grating (AWG), which is used to route various wavelength channels to 
different ONUs. Currently, AWGs are being developed greatly because of their wide 
application in WDM optical networking system, such as (de)multiplexing, routing, and 
multicasting [1].   

 
Fig. 2.1 The structure of an arrayed waveguide grating (AWG) [2] 

Figure 2.1 shows the structure of an AWG. The input light beam consists of several 
different channels; each of which carries a separated wavelength signal. The number of 
channels is typically among 8 to 80 in commercial devices [3], and the channel spacing is 
mostly around100GHz in dense-WDM (DWDM). In order to ensure predictable propagation 
through the device, all the waveguides in AWG are single-mode.  

Light is imported from the input waveguide (1) into the free propagation range (FPR) (2) 
and diffracted to the arrayed waveguides (3). The optical path length difference ΔL between 
adjacent array waveguides is set to be  
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                            ΔL = mλ0/neff                                      (2.1) 
Where m is an integer number, λ0 is the central wavelength, and neff is the effective 

refractive index of each single mode waveguide [4]. As a consequence, the field distribution 
at the input aperture is reproduced at the output aperture, that is, at the central wavelength λ0, 
the light will focus at the center of the image plane, (provided that the input waveguide is in 
the center of the input plane). If the input wavelength is detuned from the central wavelength, 
the phase differences between adjacent waveguides will increase linearly from the input plane 
to the output plane, which causes the light distribution to be changed at the output aperture. 
Consequently, the focal points of other wavelengths will be shifted away from the center of 
the image plane [4], and the optimized positioning of the output waveguides in the image 
plane allows the spatial separation of different wavelengths.  

Few important parameters of AWG are listed below: 
 Free spectral range (FSR) 

An important property of the AWG is the free spectral range (FSR), also known as the 
demultiplexer periodicity [5]. The periodicity comes from the fact that constructive 
interface at the output free propagation range can occur for many different wavelengths. 
The FSR denotes the wavelength or frequency spacing between the maximum of the 
interface pattern, and can be obtained as follows [5]: 

FSR=
g

c

mn
n0λ                              (2.2) 

where m is an integer number, λ0 is the central wavelength, ng is the group refractive index 
of arrayed waveguides and nc is the effective index in the arrayed waveguides.  
 Maximum number of the input/output wavelength channels 

The maximum number of I/O wavelength channels Nmax depends on the FSR. The 
bandwidth of the multiplexed light (product of the channel spacing and the maximum 
number of wavelength channels) Nmax*Δλ must be narrower than FSR in order to prevent 
the overlapping of orders. Therefore, Nmax can be derived as [5]:  

Nmax = integer ⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛
Δλ

FSR                          (2.3) 

in which, Δλ is the channel spacing.  
 Crosstalk 

There are many causes that are responsible for inter-channel crosstalk in AWG. The 
primary source taken into account is the inter-channel crosstalk, caused by the overlap of 
the focused spot in the output image plane [6]. Crosstalk also occurs as a consequence of 
more complex effects in the arrayed waveguides (AWs), such as light propagates in the 
AWs in multi-modes rather than in the fundamental mode. This would adversely affect the 
phase and amplitude distributions at the output of the AWs.  
 Insertion Loss 

The primary cause for insertion loss in the AWG is due to inefficient coupling at the 
interface between the first FPR and the AWs. Therefore, insertion loss is largely 
determined by the separation of the AWs at these interfaces, where smaller separations 
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increase the coupling efficiency [7]. However, small separations will significant crosstalk. 
Other source of the insertion loss may include: material losses, scattering or the 
de-focusing of the spots on the output plane [7].  

2.1.2 Optical Time Domain Reflectometer (OTDR) 

An optical time-domain reflectometer (OTDR) is an optoelectronic instrument used to 
characterize optical links. An OTDR may be used for estimating the fiber’s length and 
attenuation, including splices and connectors losses as well as the identification and 
localization of events.  
(a) Operation principle 

OTDRs launch short, intense light pulses into optical fibers and measure the optical signal 
returned to the instrument as a function of time after the launch [8]. As the optical pulses 
propagate along the fiber, they may encounter reflection and scattering, resulting in a fraction 
of signal being reflected back. Fresnel reflections and Rayleigh scattering are the main 
physical causes [8]. By measuring the arrival time of the returning light, the locations and 
attenuation of the faults can be determined and the fiber link can be characterized. However, 
what should be noticed here is that returned light received by the OTDR moves in the 
opposite direction compared with the launched pulses. By travelling forward and backward to 
the OTDR it experiences a two-fold fiber attenuation [9] and the travel time is also doubled. 
That’s why in the real case, OTDR trace are scaled by a factor of two in both the vertical and 
horizontal direction.  
(b) OTDR trace information 

As mentioned before, the OTDR displays the backscattered and reflected optical signal as the 
function of length. The OTDR plots half of the relative power in dB versus half of the 
distance according to the round trip effects. By analyzing the OTDR trace, one can measure 
the fiber attenuation, the insertion loss and the reflectance of any event. Furthermore, OTDR 
trace can also be used to localize fiber breaks and faults.  

 
Fig. 2.2 An example of OTDR trace [9] 

Figure 2.2 shows a typical OTDR trace. From the slope of the fiber trace, one can calculate 
the attenuation coefficient of the fiber (dB/km). Splices introduce a sudden power drop, and 
the step size corresponds to the insertion loss only if the two mated fibers are the same. 
Otherwise, the accurate insertion loss can only be determined by the average of two 
measurements from both fiber ends [10]. A similar signature as splices on the OTDR trace is 
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caused by a stress curve in the fiber, i.e. fiber bending. Both bending and splices are called 
non-reflective events. A mismatch in the refractive index causes Fresnel reflections [11], both 
connectors and cracks will introduce a tiny air gap which reflects light rather than scattering. 
They are called reflective events, which will result in reflective peaks in the OTDR trance. 
The peak height indicates the amount of the reflected light. In some cases, the reflection 
power is so large that it saturates the OTDR receiver, and the peak will have a flat top [12].  
(c) Dynamic range 

Dynamic range is one of the most important characteristics of an OTDR, since it determines 
the maximum observable length of a fiber link [13]. The higher the dynamic range, the higher 
the signal to noise ratio, and thus better event detection. Theoretically, the dynamic range is 
determined by the round trip attenuation over the maximum observable length, which is 

                         ΔPdB= 2 LdBα  [13]                            (2.4) 

where αdB is the round trip attenuation coefficient, L is the maximum length of the tested fiber. 
Commercial OTDRs usually provide >90 dB dynamic range to allow the measurement of 
long fibers with high losses.  
(d) Dead Zone  

The OTDR receiver is designed to detect very small backscattering light. However, 
sometimes, the strong reflection from the input of the fiber can be more than 4000 times 
higher than the backscattered signal and the receiver is saturated [11]. During the recovery 
time, the backscattering signal cannot be accurately detected, and the fiber length which is not 
fully characterized during the recovery period is defined as dead zone [13]. Dead zone usually 
indicates the minimum distance after an event where the backscatter trace can be measured 
again. Generally speaking, the higher the reflected power is, the longer the dead zone will be. 
A very important kind of dead zone is called event dead zone, which is the minimum distance 
between two events on the OTDR trace. Since the separated loss of each of them cannot be 
distinguished, the two events might be measured as a single one. Event dead zone can be 
reduced using a smaller pulse width. 
(e) Resolution 

Resolution is another important concern for an OTDR, and there are two main resolution 
parameters, display resolution and sampling resolution [14]. The display resolution is the 
minimum distance or attenuation difference between two display points, where a line has been 
drawn. Sampling resolution is the minimum distance between two acquisition points. The 
more data points an OTDR can acquire, the better the sampling resolution. The number of 
data points is therefore an important performance parameter. In general, wide pulse width 
corresponds to lower resolution in the OTDR measurement. According to past experience, the 
resolution of an OTDR is proportional to the pulse width τ  by 

τgresolution vR 5.0=  [15]                          (2.5) 

in which, vg is the group velocity. For example, a pulse width of 100 ns in an OTDR will 
provide a resolution of approximately 10 m in the fiber.  
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2.1.3 Optical Frequency Domain Reflectometry (OFDR) 

The optical frequency-domain reflectometry (OFDR) technique is similar to the optical 
time-domain reflectometry (OTDR), giving information on the reflectivity of the component 
(See dashed square 2 in Fig. 2.3) under test. The OFDR analyzes the beat signal produced by 
the optical interference between a fixed reference reflection called local oscillator (LO) 
reflection and the reflection from the device under test. The interference signal is obtained 
with a Michelson interferometer for which one of the arms gives the reference signal, while 
the device under test is connected to the other arm [16].   

 
Fig. 2.3 Experimental set up for OFDR [17] 

Fig. 2.2 shows the basic measurement set-up for OFDR. The frequency of the laser source 
is swept linearly and the light is launched at the input arm of the Michelson interferometer 
(See dashed square 1 in Fig. 2.3). Because of the linearity of the optical frequency sweep, the 
beat frequency is proportional to the distance between the LO and the reflection point [18]. 
The reflection intensity is given by the squared amplitude of the beat signal, which is in turn 
proportional to the electric field of the reflected signal. The Fourier transform (FFT) spectrum 
analyzer allows the visualization of multiple reflections, similar to an OTDR trace.  

By using a linear frequency sweep of the laser, one can straightforwardly map the 
measured beat frequencies on a distance scale, whereas the square power for a given beat 
frequency [19] gives the reflectivity at the corresponding distance. This is the basic reason of 
the great improvement in sensitivity compare with the direct detection technique (like 
OTDR). 

2.1.4 Comparison between OTDR and OFDR 

As mentioned before, An OTDR sends pulses of light into the fiber at one end and measures 
the reflections from the fiber at the same end. The advantage of an OTDR is that since it 
measures the time taken for the light to reflect back, the OTDR can give very long distance 
information to the various sources of loss in the fiber. Therefore, an OTDR is very useful for 
the troubleshooting in a long-range fiber system.   

However, implementation of OTDR can also bring some challenges, such as:  
• long measurement time in order to obtain a suitable OTDR trace based on the 

measurement of a large number of ONUs, 
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• lack of dynamic range to monitor the infrastructure after the remote node, 
• limited resolution that makes it impossible to distinguish two events close to each other. 

Although the resolution can be improved as the pulse width is shortened, the dynamic 
range and the signal-noise-ratio (SNR) will be decreased (well-known trade-off between 
dynamic range and resolution in OTDR). 

In contrast to OTDR, the OFDR, which uses continuous wave probing with higher 
amplitude [20], has the ability to achieve high resolution (millimeter-range) without losing 
dynamic range (80dB).  Thanks to this coherent detection technique, OFDR can also have a 
high sensitivity up to -120dB. Furthermore, another advantage of OFDR is that it can provide 
the information of temperature at any place in the network [21], which improves the 
preventive maintenance capability. However, due to the complex signal processing and the 
Fourier transformation calculation [22], the calculation time can be very long if the 
measurement range is longer than hundreds of meters. The slow reaction time limits its 
application in long range measurement. Therefore, for short-length optical communication 
networks, such as those employed in avionics and aerospace applications, OFDR can be very 
useful for precise localization and identification of events. However, for access and long-haul 
fiber systems, OTDR is obviously a better choice.  

In this thesis, OTDR is chosen as the measuring device for troubleshooting, since the 
WDM-PON system is a long range fiber system (where the typical reach can be longer than 
20km). 

2.2 Principles of OTDR-based WDM-PON Supervision 

2.2.1 Optical failures in an optical network 

In general, critical failures in a PON system can be divided into two categories: optical issues 
and mechanical issues.  

Absorption/attenuation and non-linear effects (NLEs) are the two main types of optical 
issues. The fiber of choice for PONs is the single-mode dispersion unshifted fiber, based on 
ITU-T Recommendation G.652. Table 3.1 illustrates the typical attenuation characteristics of 
ITU-T Rec. G.652 single-mode optical fiber (A, B, C, D refers to different types of fibers)  
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Table 3.1 attenuation characteristics of ITU-T Rec. G.652 single mode optical fiber and link [23] 

Specifications attribute range 
A B C D 

1260 - 1360 nm 0.5 (link) 

1310 nm; max 0.5 0.4  

1530 – 1565 nm 0.275 (link) 

1550 nm; max 0.4 0.35 0.3 

1565 – 1625 nm 0.35 (link) 

1625 nm; max  0.4  

1310 – 1625 nm; max 0.4 

α 
(dB/km) 
 

1318 ± 3 nm; max 

 

≤1310value 
After H2 ageing 

Non-linear effects become notable in PONs when high-power video signals are used. They 
are due to the changes in the fiber’s dielectric properties or stimulated scattering when the 
light intensity of the signal is very high [23]. There is a critical power density inside the fiber, 
beyond which the output will not follow the input linearly.  

Mechanical issues can also affect the performance of a PON. Bending refers to excessive 
fiber curvature that causes light loss. When the fiber is bent too much, the angle of total 
internal reflection between the core and the cladding will be no longer met [23]. Since total 
internal reflection is the basic principle which ensures propagation of light inside the core, 
bending can be a major issue as it will reduce the optical energy. Longer wavelengths 
(e.g.1650 nm) are more sensitive to bending. Other causes of disruptions, including 
disconnections, gaps, mismatches, cracks, dirt and splicing, typically occur during the 
connection of two fibers. All of the issues can affect the signal traveling through an optical 
link, and they mostly occur in human interventions (e.g., when joining a fiber). 

The introduction of PON allows the network to transport huge amounts of data and provide 
communication service. In order to deploy high-capacity fiber networks, network reliability is 
an issue of deep concern to the operators, since a single failure in network may interrupt a 
huge amount of services and result in significant losses of revenue [24].According to the 
structure of a WDM-PON system, if a fault occurs in the feeder fiber, signals for all the 
connected users are affected. In case the drop fiber is failed, only the connection to the 
corresponding ONU will be interrupted. Therefore, the quick detection and localization of 
failures is vital for high capacity PON network system. It is also important that supervision 
has to be performed without interrupting the data transmission process. 

2.2.2 WDM-PON supervision 

WDM-PON supervision includes two processes: fault detection and fault localization. Several 
different WDM-PON supervision methods have been reported, most of which employs an 
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OTDR to supervise a PON system. As mentioned before, OTDR is a versatile measuring 
instrument that can assess the distances, losses, and reflectance of events along a fiber link. A 
typical OTDR trace gives the events information and displays a visual representation of the 
fiber. Nowadays, OTDR is mostly used for supervising a long-range PON system [25[, and 
most of the WDM-PON supervision methods considered in this thesis is based on OTDR as 
well.  

Although OTDR has been widely used in WDM-PON supervision, there are still some 
critical limitations in the OTDR method, as listed below: 

 According to the basic principles, an OTDR can only display a measurement result of one 
fiber path at one time. Therefore, it would require long time to detect a faulty location in 
the PON with a large number of subscribers covering a big area. Besides, in the 
TDM-PON supervision, it is difficult to detect a failure in the drop fiber, because the 
Rayleigh back-scattered light from different fiber branches overlap with each other in the 
OTDR trace and cannot be distinguished [26].  

 In the WDM-PON system, an arrayed-waveguide grating is used in the remote node. 
Thus, the Rayleigh back scattered light from different drop fibers will not overlap since 
every fiber branch operates at a different wavelength channel. However, OTDR signal 
may be blocked at the RN due to mismatch of the AWG spectrum, and the drop fibers 
cannot be monitored [27]. Although this problem can be solved by operating the OTDR 
at the passband in a different free spectral range of the AWG, a tunable OTDR is still 
needed. It can raise a cost issue since a tunable OTDR is very expensive. Several attempts 
have been made in order to avoid using a tunable OTDR [28].  

Another important problem which should be noticed is that a good and effective 
supervision method is essential to monitor the whole PON system without interrupting the 
normal service [29]. Therefore, an efficient WDM-PON supervision system should contain 
the following features: 

 detect and localize the faults quickly to improve the reliability and reduce the restoration 
time 

 avoid using a tunable OTDR to maintain the low cost of the PON system 

 minimize the influence of the normal transmission service 

2.2.3 Existing WDM-PON supervision methods 

In this subchapter, four typical WDM-PON supervision methods are described. Their 
advantages and disadvantages, as well as a comparison between them are also provided in this 
subchapter.  
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(a) Method 1 [30] 

Fig. 2.4 block diagram of method 1 [30] 

Fig. 2.4 shows a block diagram of the first supervision method. A broad band monitoring 
signal, sent by the monitoring device, is composed of multiple wavelengths corresponding to 
the number of drop fibers. In the example shown in Fig. 2.4, four different wavelength 
channels are employed. An optical splitter is placed right after the feed fiber to equally split 
the signals into the drop fibers. Then optical filters are used to select one specific wavelength 
for each ONUs and block the others. The reflecting element disposed right before the ONU is 
responsible for the reflecting of the monitoring signal.  

When there is no fault in the drop fiber, the filtered monitoring signal will be reflected and 
get back to the monitoring device by passing through the filter, splitter and feeder fiber 
successively. If an optical fault occurs in the drop fiber, due to the Fresnel reflection, the 
returned signal will experience a large loss and the measured signal intensity at the 
monitoring device will be very weak. Then one can determine which drop fiber may have a 
fault inside. If there is a fault in the feeder fiber, all of the returning signal will suffer from 
large loss, which can be evaluated by the monitoring device. 

Since each branch reflects only a specific wavelength and the returned monitoring signals 
from different drop fibers are not overlapped, it allows supervising the condition of each drop 
fiber.  
Discussion 

This supervision method is very simple and straightforward. A tunable OTDR is avoided, 
which makes the system cost-effective. Furthermore, thanks to the reflecting element, 
supervision process will not affect the transmission process.  

However, there are still some severe disadvantages. First of all, this method cannot be used 
on a typical WDM-PON system, since instead of an AWG an optical splitter is used in the 
remote node, which will cause a huge amount of insertion loss. Besides, the reflecting 
element requires extra cost to the system. Furthermore, this method is not capable to localize 
the faults, since the reflected monitoring signal does not contain any information where the 
failure occurred. 
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(b) Method 2 [31] 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.5 block diagram of method 2 

Fig. 2.5 shows the block diagram of method 2, which includes both the fault detection and 
localization modules. The signals sent by OLT first passes the WDM coupler, and then 
broadcast to all the drop fibers via an optical splitter. Optical filters block all the other 
wavelengths afterwards, and each ONU can only receive its own wavelength channel for data 
transmission which can also pass through the monitoring reflecting element. The process of 
fault detection is similar to method 1.The monitoring device located at the OLT sends and 
detects the signal for supervision, which will be either reflected back by elements at the user 
side or an optical fault. As long as an optical fault is detected, the controlling computer 
immediately shifts to the fault localization process: the tunable OTDR sends out a specified 
measuring wavelength which may go through the WDM coupler, feeder fiber, optical splitter, 
optical filtering device, and drop fibers successively. The reflected signals will be collected 
and used to generate an OTDR trace, from which the location of the fault can be identified.  
Discussion 

Compared with method 1, this supervision approach is more advanced since a fault 
localization process is included. Usually, the fault localization process takes more time than 
the fault detection process. By separating them, one can make the system more efficient since 
the localization process is triggered after the fault is detected. Similar with method 1, the 
monitoring system does not affect the transmission service process. 

On the other hand, the disadvantage of this system is also apparent. The optical power 
splitter introduces high insertion loss, and a tunable OTDR is required, which is expensive.  
 

(c) Method 3 [32] 
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Fig. 2.6 block diagram of method 3 [33] 

Fig. 2.6 shows the block diagram of method 3. N distributed-feedback (DFB) lasers are 
operated as the source and modulated at the central office (CO) for N connected ONUs. The 
modulated signals are then multiplexed by the Nx1 AWG (C1), and enter into the feeder fiber 
by passing a circulator. At the remote node, the signals are demultiplexed by the 1xN AWG 
(R1) and transmitted to each subscriber via the drop fiber. A modulated light-emitting diode 
(LED) is used at each subscriber’s site to generate the upstream signal, which is first coupled 
to the drop fiber, and sent to the corresponding port of the AWG at the remote node. By 
utilizing the wavelength selectivity of the AWG, the upstream signals are spectrum sliced and 
multiplexed. The upstream signals sent to the receivers at the OLT are demultiplexed by the 
1xN AWG (C2).By monitoring the upstream data transmission signals, CO can easily keep 
trace of the connection status for each ONU. 

The supervision module is placed at the CO, which consists of a control unit, a pulse 
generator, a tunable bandpass filter (TBPF), and OTDR receiver. The control unit detects the 
fiber faults by monitoring the status of the upstream signal. As soon as the received optical 
power of a specific channel is reduced, the control unit will trigger the switch and connect the 
transmitter with the pulse generator, which modulates the downstream signals. The frequency 
difference between the measuring signal and the data signal is less than 4GHz, so there is no 
wavelength mismatch at AWG. By utilizing the measuring signals generated by the pulse 
generator, the faults both in the feeder fiber and the drop fiber can be detected and localized 
without using a tunable OTDR. In the case of a fault occurs in the feeder fiber, the control 
unit randomly selects one downstream channel, and modulates it with the measuring signal. If 
there are several faults occurring in different drop fibers, the control unit first identifies the 
failed channels, and then triggers the fault localization process according to the predetermined 
priority for channels.  
Discussion 

In this method, the AWG is used at the remote node, which brings much less insertion loss 
to the system compared with an optical splitter. This method uses a pulse generator and a 
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monitoring receiver instead of a tunable OTDR, which makes the system cost effective. 
Furthermore, since fault detection and fault localization are separated, the system is efficient.  
However, the system uses an electrical switch to select data signals or measuring signals to 
modulate the downstream transmitter. For some certain optical faults, e.g. losses due to 
bending and slices, the data transmission process is not completely interrupted, and the 
signals can still be transmitted. However, by using the method described above, the 
transmission process will be stopped when the fault localization process is started. Therefore, 
a more advanced method is needed.  

(d) Method 4 [34] 

Fig. 2.7 block diagram of method 4 [35] 

Figure 2.7 shows the block diagram of method 4. An optical isolator is used right after the 
light sources to block the reflected signals, and an AWG is used as the remote node. A dense 
wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) multiplexer and a switch are used to select 
certain monitoring signal and transmit it into the system. As long as keeping the channel 
space between a certain downstream signal λn and its corresponding monitoring channel λmn to 
be m times (m≥1) of the AWG free spectrum range (FSR)， the data signal and its 
corresponding monitoring signal will be routed to the same output port of the AWG without 
interfering each other. The monitoring signals are generated from the broadband source inside 
the OTDR, whose spectrum is sliced by the DWDM and then sent to the optical switch. The 
OTDR can only trace a single ONU path at one moment.  

If a fault occurs in the drop fiber, the monitoring signal and data signal will be reflected by 
the fault. The reflected signal is coupled to the switch via the ratio coupler, and the switch 
will select one of the switch paths for the reflected signal. After passing the DWDM, the 
OTDR can utilize the reflected signal to locate the fault. 
Discussion 
In this method, an AWG is used as the remote node, which introduces lower insertion loss 
compared with a splitter. The functionality of a tunable OTDR is achieved by using the 
combination of a switch unit and a DWDM, which makes this system cost-effective.  
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On the other hand, one can easily find some shortcomings: 1) fault detection and fault 
localization are done in the same process, and therefore, this method can be very 
time-consuming for a large number of ONUs, 2) the monitoring signal may enter the ONU 
and affect the normal transmission, and 3) a broad band source is needed in the OTDR, which 
can also cause a cost issue to the whole system 

2.2.4 Summary 

In table 3.2, we summarize the advantages and disadvantages of the above-mentioned four 
methods. According to the table, none of the methods meet all the requirements of 
WDM-PON supervision. Therefore, novel efficient solutions are still needed. With this in 
mind, in the next chapter we propose new approaches that can satisfy all the requirements. 
 

Table 3.2 Comparison of four PON supervision methods 

 
Method  1 Method 2 Method 3 Method 4 

Basic functionality 

(fault detection and 
localization) 

poor good good good 

Cost of the system 
(tunable OTDR) 

low high medium medium 

Impact on 
transmission little little large large 

System efficiency good good good poor 

System scalability 
(whether can be used on 
the typical AWG-based 

WDM-PON) 

poor poor good good 

Summary Absence of fault 
localization 

Average 
performance but 

less cost-effective

High efficiency 
but transmission 

interacted, 
complicated 

system 

Cost-efficient but 
low performance 
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Chapter 3. WDM-PON supervision modeling 

Several existing WDM-PON supervision methods have been described and compared in 
chapter 2. As shown before, none of them can meet all the requirements for efficient WDM 
PON supervision and new solutions are still expected. To address this issue, two novel 
cost-effective WDM-PON supervision methods are proposed.  

This chapter is organized as follow: a virtual implementation model of OTDR based on 
VPI Transmission Maker is presented and discussed in subchapter 3.1. Subchapter 3.2 focuses 
on the first proposed WDM-PON supervision method, including the approach description and 
evaluation along with the concept proof based on VPI virtual implementation. Subchapter 3.3 
is devoted to the second approach which is currently under patent process. Finally, we give 
the evaluation of VPI transmission maker with respect to its applicability in WDM-PON 
supervision application in subchapter 3.4. 

3.1 Virtual implementation of OTDR 

3.1.1 VPI transmission maker introduction 

 
Fig. 3.1 Illustration of the potential design problems in an optical network system [1] 

Fig. 3.1 summarizes the challenges to design a typical optical communication system. Most 
of the components, e.g. transmitter, add-drop multiplexers, optical cross connectors, long-haul 
links, and the receiver may come across many problems. Therefore, any optical component 
can directly and significantly affect the performance of the whole transmission system. It 
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would be too expensive to develop every component and optimize them by testing within a 
whole system. It would also be time-consuming to optimize component designs by 
developing a series of prototypes. Furthermore, it may be impossible to compare component 
technologies in such a complicated system. Therefore, a new tool with reduced design cycles 
and low-costs design methods must be developed. The most attractive way is to employ 
computer-aided design and optimization to optical communication systems, and replace the 
hardware prototype with software simulation.  

VPI TransmissionMaker Optical Systems has been developed for modeling all types of 
photonic systems and networks, including optical access networks, microwave photonics 
applications, single-channel TDM systems and WDM systems. The combination of a 
powerful graphical interface, a sophisticated and robust simulation scheduler together with 
flexible optical signal representations enables an efficient modeling of any transmission 
system including bidirectional links, ring and mesh networks. Besides, one can benefit a lot 
from some advanced tools, for instance, interactive simulation, macros and design-assistants, 
data import with automatic file, format conversion and co-simulation using standard 
programming languages streamline and capture design processes [2]. 

VPI TransmissionMaker can fully verify link designs at a sampled-signal level to identify 
further cost savings, investigate novel technologies to fulfill specialist requirements. Links 
can be automatically imported from VPI link Configurator for detailed design and 
optimization [1]. VPI TransmissionMaker is widely used as an R&D tool to evaluate novel 
component and subsystems designs in a systems context, to investigate and optimize systems 
technologies (e.g. coding, modulation, monitoring, compensation, regeneration). 

In this thesis, we use VPI TransmissionMaker version 8.5 as our simulation tool for the 
virtual realization of an OTDR and our proposed OTDR-based WDM-PON supervision 
system.  

3.1.2 Simulation models 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, OTDRs launch short, intense light pulses into optical fibers and 
measure the optical signal returned to the instrument as a function of time interval between 
transmission and reception of the signal. By analyzing the magnitude and time of the reflected 
waveform, the performance of the transmission link can be determined. Figure 3.2 shows the 
block diagram of a conventional OTDR. A pulse generator triggered by the signal-processing 
unit is used to modulate the intensity of the laser, generating rectangular pulse probe signal. 
The resolution of an OTDR depends on the pulse-width which is the reciprocal of the bit rate. 
In order to prevent the laser signal from saturating the receiver, the source is coupled into the 
fiber under test by a directional coupler with sufficient isolation magnitude. Then, the 
directional-coupler guides the returned signal to the photodetector. A flash type 
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) forms the interface to the digital data world where the 
measured data is processed and the fiber signature is computed.  
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Fig. 3.2 Block diagram of a conventional OTDR [3] 

In this subchapter, the way to virtually implement an OTDR in VPI TransmissionMaker is 
presented. In order to monitor a PON system, the back-scattered signal needs to be collected 
to generate an OTDR trace (as figure 2.2), which can be used to localize all the optical events 
in the PON system. However, the back-scattered signal in VPI TransmissionMaker is treated 
as distortions (parameterized signal) and therefore the information about their waveform is 
lost. In this case, the system shown in figure 3.2 cannot be simply configured in VPI 
TransmissionMaker to work as an OTDR. Therefore, we design a new module in orderto 
realize OTDR virtual implementation in VPI.  

 
Fig. 3.3 Scheme of PtP PON supervision simulation model 

Fig. 3.3 shows the scheme of a monitoring model for a PtP-link based on a virtual OTDR 
implementation. The whole module can be divided into five segments: pulse generator, fiber 
loops, optical events, OTDR data processing unit and signal analyzer. In a pulse generator(see 
dashed square 1 in Fig. 3.3), a CW laser is used as the source. The rectangular pulse can be 
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generated by the co-work of a pseudo random binary sequence (PRBS) generator, an optical 
rectangular pulse and an amplitude modulator.  

Since VPI TransmissionMaker cannot provide the time information along the transmission 
of the OTDR system, we use fiber-loops to replace conventional fibers to monitor the optical 
back-scattering along the link. One fiber-loop (see dashed square 2 in Fig. 3.3) contains a 
bidirectional fiber, a null source, a loop module and a power meter. Fig. 3.4 shows the scheme 
of a bidirectional fiber which has two input ports and two output ports. The data signal is 
released into the fiber via input port 1, and leaves the fiber through output port 1. A null 
source is connected to the input port 2. Since we do not have any input in the opposite 
direction of the transmission, the signals output from port 2 is the backscattered light. A 
power meter is connected to the output port 2 to measure the back-scattering signal power.  

 
Fig. 3.4 Scheme of a bidirectional fiber 

When we assemble a ring structure with the fiber loop described above (see dashed square 
2 in Fig. 3.3), the data signal which enters from the input port will circulate a certain number 
of times in the ring (i.e. loop number). During each circulation, the power of the 
back-scattered signal will be recorded, and the signal transmission distance can also be 
calculated. Therefore, we can get a map of the back-scattered signal power on the signal 
transmission distance. For example, if the loop number is set as 20, and the length of the fiber 
in one loop is 100 meter, then the total signal transmission distance is 2000 meters. Thanks to 
the existence of the ring structure, we can collect the back-scattered signal power every 100 
meters along the transmission. The unit of the parameter measured by the power meter is 
dBm.  

The OTDR data processing unit (see dashed square 3 in Fig. 3.3) collects all the data from 
the power meters and exports them into MATLAB. A Co-sim Interface module is used to 
provide the interface between VPI and MATLAB, enabling the co-simulation between them. 
Four data process units are implemented, in which the first unit helps to record the input 
signal power and the rest units collects the backscattered signal power. The forth unit also 
helps to load all the back-scattered signal data from the units. By comparing with the input 
signal, an OTDR trace can be calculated and plotted by a MATLAB program, in which x axis 
is the transmission distance and y axis is the optical power loss information. 

In order to simulate an optical event, e.g. bendings and splices, we put attenuator modules 
in the system (see dashed square 4 in Fig. 3.3). Besides, we add an integer input unit in the 
last OTDR data processing unit to provide reference parameters. A signal analyzer (see 
dashed square 5 in Fig. 3.3) is used to display and analyze the optical signals. By putting the 
devices belonging to the same segment into one galaxy, we make the system diagram more 
readable, as can be seen in Fig. 3.5. 

Input port 1 Output port 1

Output port 2 Input port 2 
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Fig. 3.5 Scheme of PtP link supervision simulation model with galaxies 

In this system, there are three fiber loops with fiber lengths of 15, 9 and 20 kilometers, 
respectively. The attenuation values of the two optical events between them are 1 dB and 3.1 
dB. The optical loss in the fiber is set to be 0.2 dB/km.  

As mentioned before, the resolution of an OTDR depends on the pulse-width. The equation 
for resolution calculation is 

τgresolution vR 5.0= ,                          (3.1) 

in which, gv is the group velocity andτ is the pulse-width. By some simple mathematic 

manipulation, we can derive the following expression: 

10.5resolution
g

cR
n bitrate

= × ,                      (3.2) 

In this system, the fiber length of every single loop is set to be equal to the resolution. Then 

we obtain the loop numbers of the three fiber loops as 15000/ resolutionR , 9000/ resolutionR , and 

20000/ resolutionR , respectively. We set the group refractive index ( gn ) of the bidirectional fiber 

to be 1.47, and the light velocity in vacuum is sm /100.3 8× . The bit rate is set as a global 
parameter, which determines the single loop fiber length and the loop number. Each time we 
set a new bit rate (pulse width), all the related parameters will be changed automatically, 
while keeping the total length of each fiber loop unchanged.  
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3.1.3 Simulation results 

Fig 3.6 shows the simulated OTDR trace corresponding to the scheme shown in Fig. 3.5, 
when the pulse width is 1000 ns. In this case, the resolution of the OTDR system is calculated 
to be 102.04 meters. 

 
Fig. 3.6 OTDR trace with 1000 ns pulse width 

As one can see, the slope of the trace represents the optical loss caused by Rayleigh 
scattering. The measured attenuation coefficient is 0.2 dB/ km, which agrees well with the 
pre-set value in the fibers. We can also find two sharp power-decreases, which correspond to 
the two optical non-reflective events. One occurs at the location of 15 km after the beginning, 
in which 1 dB optical power attenuation is introduced. Another optical event occurs at the 
location of 24 km after the beginning, in which 3.1 dB optical power attenuation is introduced. 
Two inserted figures are also plotted to show the details of the two steps. We can find that in 
each power drop there is a visible step in the middle (see dashed circles in Fig. 3.6), which is 
due to the relatively low resolution of the OTDR simulation module. In order to get a more 
accurate result, we increase the resolution of the OTDR by changing the pulse width of the 
OTDR source, and run the simulation again.  
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Fig. 3.7 OTDR trace with 100 ns pulse width. 

Figure 3.7 shows the OTDR trace when the pulse width is set to be 100 ns, and the 
corresponding resolution is 10.204 meters. Compared with the OTDR trace with lower 
resolution (see Fig. 3.6), the power drop in Fig. 3.7 is sharper. It well verifies that a more 
precise localization can be obtained by improving the system resolution. 

In practice, there should be several peaks in the trace which are caused by the reflections from 
the connectors along the transmission link. However, reflected signals will add uncertainty 
into the rest of the testing components, e.g. reflective signals will be treated as distortions in 
VPI. Therefore, in the current simulation process, we avoid introducing any reflective optical 
events in the system, and hence no reflection peaks can be found in the OTDR trace. Another 
important issue related to the accuracy of the simulation is the OTDR resolution, which is 
determined by the pulse width. A smaller pulse width gives better resolution, but the 
calculation time will be longer and the system efficiency will be decreased. Therefore, there is 
a trade-off between the simulation accuracy and the system efficiency. One has to optimize 
the pulse width to achieve a balance between them. 

3.2 The Proposed OTDR-based WDM-PON supervision method (I) 

3.2.1 A novel WDM-PON supervision method 

As mentioned in subchapter 2.2, an ideal WDM-PON supervision system should contain at 
least three features: (1) the capability to fast detect and localize the fiber events in order to 
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minimize the downtime, (2) excluding a tunable OTDR to maintain the cost-efficiency of the 
PON system, and (3) low influence of the supervision process on the normal data 
transmission . From table 3.2, we know that none of the methods described can meet the three 
criteria simultaneously. Here, we propose a simple supervision method, which can fulfil the 
requirements mentioned above. 

 
Fig. 3.8 block diagram of the proposed solution 

Fig. 3.8 shows the block diagram of the proposed method. The whole system can be mainly 
divided into two parts: the WDM-PON transmission system and the fault localization 
sub-system. In the WDM-PON transmission system, n distributed-feedback (DFB) lasers are 
operated as the source, which are modulated and multiplexed at the OLT. The multiplexed 
signals then pass through a WDM coupler and arrive at the remote node via the feeder fiber. 
At the remote node, the signals go through the second WDM coupler and an AWG is used to 
demultiplex them. Each wavelength channel is routed to different drop fiber, and by passing 
through a2×1 multiplexer and an optical filter, finally received by the ONU.  

In this method, Optical Transceiver Monitoring (OTM) functionality is applied in order to 
realize the fault detection process. OTM provides some basic measurable parameters (e.g. 
transmit and receive power at OLT and ONU) of Optical Layer Supervision [4]. Although 
OTM is defined for GPON system, all or some of the standard embodiments of GPON will 
need to be incorporated in the future WDM-PON standard in order to provide some basic 
monitoring functionalities. Generally speaking, the detection time is much shorter for OTM 
compared with the physical layer detection. Moreover, since the fault detection process is not 
realized in the physical layer, the supervision system is simplified a lot. When certain faults 
happen in the WDM-PON system, the fault detection part will detect whether the problems 
are in specific drop fibers or in the feeder fiber. The detected information is then sent to the 
controlling unit, which immediately shift to a process of obstruction localization.  

The fault localization process can be described as below: the measuring signal is sent by 
the OTDR and then multiplexed with the data signals in the first WDM coupler. All the 
signals are then sent to the second WDM coupler. The de-multiplexed data signals are then 
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sent to the AWG while the monitoring signal is sent to the 1×n switch unit. Each of the switch 
output paths is connected to a certain fiber branch, in which a 2×1 multiplexer will multiplex 
the monitoring signal and the data signals. Optical filter are placed right before ONUs to 
block the monitoring signal from entering the ONU. As long as an optical fault is detected in 
the WDM-PON system, the 1×n switch will be switched to certain fiber branch to start the 
fault localization process. The OTDR will collect the reflected signals and use them to plot an 
OTDR trace, from which the location of the fault can be identified. If there are more than one 
obstructed fibers, the controlling unit will control the switch according to a predetermined 
sequence. 

Discussion 
In this method, an AWG is used as the remote node which brings much less insertion loss 

compared to an optical splitter. The functionality of the tunable OTDR can be achieved by 
using a switch unit, and only one OTDR monitoring wavelength is needed. The use of OTM 
as the fault detection process not only makes the supervision system much simpler, but also 
saves a lot of measuring time. It is also noticeable that the system becomes more efficient 
because the fault detection and fault localization processes are separated. Furthermore, thanks 
to the using of the optical filter, supervision process will not affect the transmission process. 

The only drawback of the method is that an active switch is introduced into the passive 
distributed network, therefore additional power supply will be needed. However, the easy 
access to electricity in a city greatly helps to ease this problem. We can also apply a high 
optical power to provide the switch with power. The features of the new solution are 
summarized in table 3.3. All the criteria used in the table are similar to table 3.2, facilitating 
the comparison between them.  

Table 3.1 summarize of the new method 

 Basic 
functionality(fa
ult detection and 

localization) 

Cost of the 
system 

(tunable 
OTDR) 

Impact on 
transmission

System 
efficiency

System scalability (whether 
can be used in the typical 
AWG-based WDM-PON) 

The proposed 
solution  

good low Low Very 
good 

good 

3.2.2 Simulation models 

In this subchapter, we will give a detailed description of the simulation model realized in the 
VPI TransmissionMaker simulator. Fig. 3.9 shows the scheme of a WDM-PON supervision 
model based on the solution described in subchapter 3.2.1. The number of the ONUs is set to 
be 32, therefore the multiplexed data signal contains 32 different wavelength channels. The 
whole system can be further divided into ten parts: OTDR pulse generator, data signal source, 
WDM coupler 1, WDM coupler 2, 1×32 switch unit, 1×32 AWG, 2×1 multiplexer unit, 32 
ONUs, feeder fiber and drop fibers. In the OTDR pulse generator (see dashed square 1 in Fig. 
3.9), a CW laser is used as the source. Rectangular pulses are generated by the co-work of a 
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pseudo random binary sequence (PRBS) generator, an optical rectangular pulse and an 
amplitude modulator.  

 
Fig. 3.9 scheme of WDM-PON simulation model 

The data signal source (see dashed square 2 in Fig. 3.9) contains 32 different CW lasers and 
a 32×1 multiplexer (see figure 3.10). Channel spacing between each wavelength channel is 
100 GHz. WDM coupler 1 (see dashed square 3 in Fig. 3.9) is made by a 2×1 multiplexer and 
two optical filters (see figure 3.11), whose functionality is to multiplex the data signal with 
the OTDR signal. WDM coupler 2 (see dashed square 4 in Fig. 3.9) is composed by a 1×2 
demultiplexer and two optical filters (see figure 3.12), which is used to separate the data and 
OTDR signal, and send them into two different output ports. Since there is no 1×32 switch 
module in the VPI TransmissionMaker, the 1×32 switch unit (see dashed square 5 in Fig. 3.9) 
is composed by one 1×4 switch and four 1×8 switches. The 1×32 AWG unit (see dashed 
square 6 in Fig. 3.9) contains one AWG module and one 1×32 bus (see figure 3.13), through 
which, the 32 data channels are demultiplexed. Different signals are then routed into different 
fiber branches according to their wavelengths. There are thirty-two 2×1 multiplexer in the 2×1 
multiplexer unit (see dashed square 7 in Fig. 3.9 and figure 3.14). Each 2×1 multiplexer 
multiplexes its corresponding data signal and the OTDR signal together. Every ONU (see 
dashed square 8 in Fig. 3.9) contains a ground module as the end user as well as one optical 
filter, which is used to prevent the monitoring signal from entering the ONU. The length of 
the feeder fiber and each drop fiber are 30 kilometers and 5 kilometers respectively. The 
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length of the fiber between WDM coupler 2 and switch unit is 10 meters, and the fiber 
connected to the switch output is also 10 meters long.  

 

Fig. 3.10 scheme of data signal source 

 
Fig. 3.11 scheme of WDM coupler 1 
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Fig. 3.12 scheme of WDM coupler 2 

 
Fig. 3.13 scheme of 1×32 bus 
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Fig. 3.14 scheme of 32 2×1 multiplexer units 

3.2.3 Simulation results 

In the following subchapter, we will verify the proposed supervision method in the VPI 
Transmission Maker simulator. Different kinds of optical events are introduced into the 
network and the simulation results are presented. 

a)  No optical events introduced 

In the first case, no optical events are introduced. As discussed in subchapter 3.1, in order to 
realize the proposed system in the VPI TransmissionMaker system, the fibers are replaced by 
fiber loops, and OTDR data processing unit is used to collect and generate the OTDR trace. 
Figure 3.15 shows the modified WDM-PON system, in which OTDR units are introduced. 
Since all the links between the OLT and ONU are identical, we take the first link as an 
example.  
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Fig. 3.15 scheme of WDM-PON supervision simulation model with OTDR module 

By controlling the 1×32 switch unit, the monitoring signal is routed into the first link after 
the switch. The first OTDR data processing unit (see fig. 3.16) records the input OTDR signal 
power. The second data processing unit (see fig. 3.18) collects the back-scattered signal 
power from the feeder fiber, which is replaced by the first fiber loop module (see fig. 3.17). 
Similarly, the drop fiber is replaced by the second fiber loop module (see fig. 3.17), and 
another data processing unit (see fig. 3.19) helps to load all the back-scattered signal data and 
plot the OTDR trace. The bit rate of the system is set to be 2.0 MHz, i.e.500 ns. According to 
equation 3.1 and equation 3.2, the OTDR resolution (the fiber length of every single fiber 
loop) is calculated to be 51.02 meters. Since the fiber between WDM coupler 2 and switch 
unit and the fiber connected to the switch output are both much shorter than the resolution, 
therefore, these two pieces of fibers will not be monitored. 

 

Fig. 3.16 scheme of the first OTDR data process unit 
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Fig. 3.17 scheme of the first (second) fiber loop system 

 
Fig. 3.18 scheme of the second OTDR data process unit 

 
Fig. 3.19 scheme of the final data process unit 

Figure 3.20 shows the OTDR trace obtained in the simulation, the insertion losses of all 
devices are set to be zero. 
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Fig. 3.20 OTDR trace without device insertion loss 

Since there is no extra optical faults introduced into this system, no sharp power decrease 
can be found in the OTDR trace. The slope of the trace shows the optical loss due to Rayleigh 
scattering, i.e. fiber attenuation coefficient. The calculated value 0.2 dB/km agrees well with 
the pre-set value. However, the insertion loss of many devices (e.g switch, WDM coupler, 
multiplexer) cannot be ignored in the practical situation. Here, we set the insertion loss of the 
two WDM couplers and the 2×1 multiplexer to be 0.3 dB, and the loss of the switch to be 1 
dB. The simulation is performed again after the modification, and the calculated OTDR trace 
can be found in Fig. 3.21. 
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Fig. 3.21 OTDR trace with device insertion loss 

Compared with Fig. 3.20, we can find a sharp power decrease at the distance of 30 km, 
which corresponds to the sum of the insertion losses of the second WDM coupler, the switch 
unit and the 2×1 multiplexer as well. Since the first WDM coupler is placed before the 
feeder fiber, the corresponding power loss cannot be found in the OTDR trace. From the 
OTDR trace, the calculated power loss is 1.6 dB which agrees well with the set value 
(0.3+0.3+1) dB. 

(b) Optical events introduced 

In this subchapter, we introduce several optical events in the simulation model. As shown in 
Fig. 3.21, there are four different types of obstructed drop fibers. 

Case 0: In the first fiber link, two optical events have been introduced to the feeder fiber. It is 
corresponds to the situation that there is no fault in the drop fiber.  

Case 1: In the third fiber link, a 2 dB optical event is put at the location of 1.4 km in the drop 
fiber. It is the situation that there is only one fault in the fiber branch.  

Case 2: In the ninth fiber link, two optical events are simultaneously introduced to 
approximate the condition that more than one optical event occurs in one fiber route. The first 
one introduces an optical loss of 1.6 dB, and the second one introduces an optical loss of 2.3 
dB. Their locations in the drop fiber are 1.2 km and 3.9 km respectively.  

Case 3: In some cases, two fibers are packaged in one single damaged cable. Both fiber links 
will suffer an optical fault, and the positions of the two faults are almost the same. Here, we 
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put two optical events in fiber link 21 and fiber link 22 to simulate this situation. These two 
events are both set to be at the location of 3.3 km in the drop fibers. The power attenuations 
are set to be 2.3 dB and 1.7 dB respectively.  

Case 4: In fiber link 32, a very high power attenuation event is put, which can be treated as a 
fiber disconnection (VPI would stop running if there is a real disconnection in the system). 
The power attenuation value is 60 dB and is at the location of 3.9 km in the drop fiber.  

In the joint feeder fiber, two optical events have been introduced. The first one is at the 
location of 6 km from the beginning, and the power attenuation is1.5dB. Another optical 
event occurs 2.1 kilometers after the first event, in which 2.1 dB optical power attenuation is 
introduced.  

 
Fig. 3.22 scheme of WDM-PON (with optical events) simulation model 

Case 0 
Figure 3.23 shows the WDM-PON supervision system with additional OTDR units. Since all 
the links without optical events introduced in drop fiber are identical, we take the first link as 
an example.  
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Fig. 3.23 scheme of WDM-PON (with optical events) supervision simulation model 

Similar to the analysis in the previous subchapter, three fiber loop modules are used to 
replace the feeder fiber. Three OTDR data processing units are introduced as well. The 5 
kilometers long drop fiber is also replaced by a fiber loop module. The final data processing 
unit helps to collect all the back-scattered signal data and generate the OTDR trace.  

 

Fig. 3.24 OTDR trace with device insertion loss 
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Fig. 3.24 shows the simulation results. Three sharp power drops can be found in the OTDR 
trace. The first and second steps correspond to the two optical events in the feeder fiber, and 
the measured optical losses are 1.5 dB and 2.3 dB respectively. The third power decrease, 
which is around 1.6 dB, reflects the total insertion loss of all components and fibers in the 
ODN (as mentioned in subchapter3.2.3/i). According to Fig. 3.24, the locations of these three 
events are in the distances of 6km, 27km and 30km respectively. In the drop fiber part (from 
30 km to 35 km), no sharp power decrease can be found and the calculated fiber attenuation 
coefficient is 0.2 dB/ km. All the testing results agree quite well with the preset conditions. 

Case 1 
In fiber link 3, besides the two optical events in feeder fiber, there is also a fault in the drop 

fiber. The simulation module of the supervision system is shown in Fig. 3.25. Similarly, we 
use two fiber loops to replace the drop fiber. The feeder fiber here is also monitored using the 
three fiber loop modules and three OTDR data processing units as mentioned in the last 
subchapter. 

Fig. 3.25 scheme of fiber link 3 simulation model 
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Fig. 3.26 OTDR trace of fiber link 3 

 
Fig. 3.26 shows the simulation results. In the feeder fiber part (distance from 0 to 30 km), 

all the testing results remain the same as case 0. The last sharp decrease results from the 
optical event in the drop fiber, which is located at the distance of 31.4 km. The measured 
optical loss is 2 dB. The calculated fiber attenuation coefficient is 0.2 dB/ km. All the testing 
results agree well with the pre-set conditions. 

Case 2 
In case 2, two optical events are introduced to simulate the condition that more than one 
optical event occurs in a fiber route. The simulation module of the supervision system is 
shown in Fig. 3.27.Since there are two optical events in the drop fiber, we use three fiber loop 
modules to replace the drop fiber. Three corresponding data processing units are also used to 
generate the OTDR trace. The feeder fiber monitoring module is kept to be the same with the 
previous cases.  
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Fig. 3.27 scheme of fiber link 9 simulation model 

 
Fig. 3.28 OTDR trace of fiber link 9 

Fig. 3.28 shows the simulated OTDR trace. In the drop fiber (distance from 30 km to 35 
km), the two sharp power decreases come from the two optical events introduced into the 
drop fiber. The optical losses are measured to be 1.6 dB and 2.3 dB respectively, and the 
locations are in the distances of 31.2km and 33.9 km. Besides, the calculated fiber attenuation 
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coefficient is 0.2 dB/ km. All the testing results including the feeder fiber agree well with the 
pre-set conditions. 

Case 3 
As mentioned in the last subchapter, if two fibers are installed close to each other and a fault 
occurs in one of the fiber links, the other one may also suffer a fault. In this case, two optical 
events are respectively put in fiber link 21 and fiber link 22 to approximate this situation. The 
two simulation models can be found below.  

 
Fig. 3.29 scheme of fiber link 21 simulation model 

 
Fig. 3.30 scheme of fiber link 22 simulation model 

The simulation modules of fiber link 21 and fiber link 22are shown in Fig. 3.29 and Fig. 
3.30. In both modules, an optical event is introduced in the same location in the drop fiber. 
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Two fiber loops and two OTDR data processing units are introduced in the drop fiber, while 
the two feeder fiber monitoring modules here are kept the same.  

 
Fig. 3.31 OTDR trace of fiber link 21 

 
Fig. 3.32 OTDR trace of fiber link 22 

The OTDR traces of fiber link 21 and fiber link 22 are shown in Fig 3.31 and Fig. 3.32. By 
comparison, we can find that the optical events occur in the two drop fibers are in the same 
location, i.e. 33.3 km. The measured losses are 2.3 dB and 1.7 dB respectively. All the testing 
results including the feeder fiber agree well with the pre-set condition. 
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Case 4 
In fiber link 32, a very high power attenuation event is introduced in order to simulate a 

fiber disconnection situation. The simulation module is shown in Fig. 3.33. We use two fiber 
loops to replace the drop fiber. The feeder fiber here is also monitored using three fiber loops 
and three OTDR data processing units. 

 

Fig. 3.33 scheme of fiber link 33 simulation model 

Fig. 3.34 shows the simulation results of case 4. In the feeder fiber (distance from 0 to 30 
km), all the testing results remain the same as what has been measured in the previous cases. 
The last sharp decrease is due to the disconnection in the drop fiber, which is located at the 
distance of 33.9 km. The measured optical loss is around 60 dB and the calculated fiber 
attenuation coefficient is 0.2 dB/ km. All the testing results agree well with the pre-set 
condition. 
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Fig. 3.34 OTDR trace of fiber link 32 

 

(c) Results discussion 

According to the simulation results shown in the last subchapter, all the testing results agree 
very well with the preset conditions. We can conclude that the modeled supervision method is 
able to give accurate monitoring of many different fiber-fault cases that may happen in a fiber 
link. The testing results include not only the locations and power losses of all obstructions in 
both feeder fiber and drop fibers, but also the attenuation coefficient of the fiber. All 
information of one fiber route, e.g. loss due to event, fiber attenuation, can be extracted in a 
single OTDR trace. Furthermore, the testing accuracy can be increased by increasing the 
resolution of OTDR. 

3.3 The Proposed OTDR-based WDM-PON supervision method (II) 
In this subchapter, another proposed novel WDM-PON supervision method is described. 

For this method, an N×N AWG is introduced at the RN, and only a conventional OTDR is 
required to realize the fault localization process.  
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3.3.1 N×N AWG 

 
Fig. 3.35 Routing rules of N×N AWG [5] 

Unlike a traditional arrayed waveguide grating (AWG), an N×N AWG, which is usually used 
as a wavelength router, has N input ports and N output ports. The schematics of the device 
can be found in Fig. 3.35. When multiplexed signals with different wavelength channelsλ1, 
λ2, …, λN pass through the input port, the N×N AWG will act as a demultiplexer, routing 
different wavelength channels to different output ports. Depending on which wavelength 
channel is used, the multicasting signals with different wavelengths will be routed to different 
output ports. For instance, when the λ1channel goes through the input ports #1, #2, ..., and #N, 
it will be routed to the output ports #1, #2, …, and #N respectively. When the λN channel goes 
through the input ports #1, #2, ..., and #N, it will be routed to output ports #N, #1, #2, …, and 
#N-1 respectively. In the subsection below, we will utilize this unique wavelength routing 
arrangement to realize a novel WDM-PON supervision method. 

3.3.2 A novel WDM-PON supervision method 

In this section, we propose another WDM-PON supervision method, which is even more 
cost-effective and efficient compared with the one proposed in the previous section.  

Fig. 3.36 shows the block diagram of the proposed method. The whole system can be 
mainly divided into two parts: the data transmission sub-system and the fault localization 
sub-system. In the data transmission sub-system, the 32-channel WDM-PON network 
discussed here is composed of a Central Office (CO), a Remote Node (RN) and 32 ONUs 
installed close to the end-users. 32-channel is used here as an example and the method is 
equally suitable for higher number of channels such as 64 and 128. The multiplexed data 
signals first pass through a filter and arrive at the input port 1.1 of the N×N AWG. Each 
wavelength channel is then routed to different drop fibers and finally reaches different ONUs.  
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Fig. 3.36 Scheme of the second proposed WDM-PON simulation model [6] 
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Fig. 3.37 Operational principle of the 32×32 AWG with 4 monitoring ports [6] 

As an essential component of the fault localization subsystem, the OTDR is installed in the 
CO, whose cost is shared by all PONs in a given CO. Besides, we also add a low cost optical 
switch and optical filters in the RN. The optical switch will direct the OTDR signals to one of 
the four subsequent splitters, which will equally split the signals into 8 optical fibers 
connecting to the N×N AWG. Note that the first output fiber of the first splitter is directed via 
an optical filter to the AWG common input port, which is also used for data transmission as 
described before. The rest of the splitter output fibers are directly connected to the N×N AWG 
(refer to Fig 3.37). 

In order to distinguish the OTDR signal and the data signal λ1, we choose λ1 + n×FSR as 
the monitoring wavelength. FSR is the Free Spectral Range of the AWG (refer to section 
2.1.1), and n is an integer. The choice of n depends on the exact data wavelength-channels 
which will be the subject of future WDM-PON standard. Fig. 3.38 shows the operational 
principle of the 32×32 AWG in this solution.  
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Similar with the previous proposed solution in section 3.2, Optical Transceiver Monitoring 
(OTM) functionality is also applied here in order to realize the fault detection process. The 
fault localization process will be triggered as soon as an OTM alarm on low received optical 
power is received. The 1×4 optical switch will switch the OTDR signal to a certain splitter 
according to the OTM, and the 1×8 splitter will transmit the signals to the corresponding 8 
input ports of the N×N AWG. According to the routing rules we discussed at the beginning of 
this section, the monitoring signal λ1 + n×FSR that go through the input ports #1, #2, ..., and 
#N, will be routed to the output ports with the same sequence, e.g. #1, #2, …, and #N 
respectively. For instance, the OTDR signals (with wavelength λ1 + n×FSR), which are 
transmitted by the second splitter, will go through the input ports #9~#16 of the N×N AWG, 
and be routed to the output ports #9~#16.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.38Principle of operation of a 32×32 AWG in this solution [6] 

Due to the optical events in the fiber link, the OTDR signals will be partially reflected and 
detected by the sensitive receiver in the OTDR. An OTDR loss-distance trace can therefore be 
generated, from which the location of the fault can be identified, as well as the information on 
the OTDR-event type and magnitude. 

3.3.3 Discussion 

In this method, an N×N AWG is used in the RN which introduces much less insertion loss 
compared with an optical splitter. The functionality of the tunable OTDR can be achieved by 
using an ordinary OTDR together with an optical switch unit, so that only single wavelength 
channel is used in the OTDR, regardless of the number of drop-links in collocated 
WDM-PONs, which makes the solution bandwidth efficient. The use of OTM as the fault 
detection process not only makes the supervision system much simpler, but also saves a lot of 
measuring time. The separation between the fault detection and fault localization processes 
and eight drop fibers can be measured at a single supervision cycle make this solution 
significantly time-efficient. Furthermore, if there are more than one obstructed drop fibers in 
the eight drop fibers group, the reflected OTDR signal may not be overlapped since we can 
use OTM to distinguish them. This solution is also a cost-effective solution because of the 
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high sharing factor (number of collocated WDM-PONs served by a single supervision system) 
and standard components (single fixed-wavelength OTDR, N×N AWG, splitters, filters). It is 
also noticeable that the system can be upgraded towards supervision of long-reach 
WDM-PON by exchanging splitters to low split-ratio splitters. Assuming N×N AWG remains 
a discrete component, such upgrade can be done without any interruption to data 
transmission. 

Similar with the previous solution, a possible drawback of the method is that an active 
switch is introduced into the passive distributed network. Therefore additional power supply 
will be needed. However, as we mentioned before, there are many solutions nowadays to ease 
this problem.  

3.4 Evaluation of VPI transmission maker 
Thanks to the realization of the basic simulation models as discussed in previous subchapters, 
VPI TransmissionMaker is evaluated in terms of its applicability in future designs of 
supervision systems for access networks. This includes link designs at a sampled-signal level 
to identify further cost savings and investigate novel devices. 
  The combination of a powerful graphical interface, a sophisticated simulation scheduler 
together with flexible optical signal representations enables an efficient modeling of our 
transmission system. Parameterized signals and loop modules facilitate efficient modeling of 
complex systems without the need to run long-lasting simulations. 
  A wide range of application demos is provided, which brings the ability to VPI 
TransmissionMaker for modeling a large number of network systems, from PtP optical access 
network, to several-hundred channels WDM PON systems. 

Several techniques, such as Design-Assistants, module sweeps, data import with automatic 
file format conversion and cosimulation give an automated formal design process for optical 
systems. For example, in this thesis, a CoSim Interface module is used to provide the interface 
between VPI and MATLAB, enabling the co-simulation of them. Module sweeps can be used 
to simulate the reflective optical events in the future work.  

To sum up, VPI TransmissionMaker is an ideal simulation tool which can be utilized in 
future work.  
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Chapter 4. Conclusions and Future Work 

With the rapid development of the wavelength division multiplexing passive optical 
networks (WDM-PON) system, the detection and localization of fiber failures become 
increasingly important to efficiently operate the advanced access networks. In this thesis, we 
first systematically reviewed and evaluated the advantages and disadvantages of existing 
WDM-PON supervision methods. It has been found that none of these methods can meet all 
the requirements on fast fault detection and localization, high scalability and 
cost-effectiveness. Therefore, two simple and cost-efficient WDM PON supervision methods 
have been proposed in this thesis. The qualitative assessment and the concept proof of the first 
method based on VPI simulation have been performed. In the first proposed approach, a 
switch unit is introduced at the remote node to avoid using the expensive tunable OTDR. In 
this way, the cost of the supervision system can be significantly reduced. Furthermore, 
compared with implementing fault detection process in physical layer, applying OTM not 
only decreases the complexity of the supervision system, but also speeds up the monitoring 
process. In the second proposed supervision scheme, an N×N AWG is introduced at the RN, 
and only one conventional OTDR is required to realize the function of fault localization. 
Compared with the first approach, this solution is much more time-efficient since eight drop 
fibers can be measured at one single supervision cycle.  

In order to use VPI TransmissionMaker to simulate a basic optical time domain 
reflectometer (OTDR) system, we utilized fiber loops to replace conventional fibers, and 
realized the monitor of the optical scattering along the link. In this way, the obtained OTDR 
trace can be used to extract fiber attenuation coefficient as well as the locations and power 
losses of non-reflective optical events (e.g. splicing point, fiber cut). Based on this basic 
OTDR module, we virtually realized and simulated the first proposed WDM-PON supervision 
system. Many different types of fiber link failures have been studied. The simulation results 
have verified that this supervision method is able to give an accurate measurement of the 
location where the failures occur in either feeder or drop fiber. 

On the other hand, as our virtual implementation is based on some ideal assumptions and 
simplified models, simulation is mainly for basic concept proof, it is difficult to quantitatively 
test the performance parameters of the system, such as the response time for fault localization. 
Therefore, the experimental validation is very important in the future work. Moreover, due to 
the limitation of VPI TransmissionMaker, reflective optical events have not been explored in 
this thesis work. We plan to add reflective optical events in our simulation module. Thus, 
more parameters of the supervision system (e.g. noise) can be analyzed to give a more 
accurate assessment of the monitoring methods.  
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Chapter 5. Appendix I List of simulation parameters 

5.1 A.1:  Simulation parameters of PtP PON supervision model described 
in subchapter 3.1 
 

Segment Device Parameter Value 

Time Window 64/1e6 s 

Sample Mode 
Bandwidth  

1280e6 Hz 

SampleModeCenter 
Frequency 

184.5e12 Hz 

Sample Rate Default  32e6 Hz 

Global parameters 
of 1000 ns 
pulsewidth 

 

BitRate Default  1e6 Hz 

Time Window 64/1e7 s 

Sample Mode 
Bandwidth  

1280e7 Hz 

SampleModeCenter 
Frequency 

184.5e12 Hz 

Sample Rate Default  32e7 Hz 

Global parameters 
of 100 ns 

pulsewidth 

 

BitRate Default  1e7 Hz 

Light velocity 
(defined as vlight) 

300e6 m/s 

Refractive index of fiber 
(defined as ng) 

1.47 

Pulsewidth 
(defined as pw) 

1/ BitRate Default 

Resolution 
parameters  

 

Resolution or single 
loop fiber length  
(defined as fl) 

Round 
{ (pw)×[(vlight)/(2×ng)] }

Emission Frequency 184.5e12 Hz 

Sample Rate Sample Rate Default 

Pulse generator of 
OTDR 

CW-Laser 

Average power 1.0e-3 W 

  Linewidth 10e6 Hz 
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Simulation band center 
frequency 

184.5e12 Hz 

Bit rate BitRate Default 

PRBS_Type PRBS 

Pseudo 
Random 
Binary 

Sequence 
Generator 
(PRBS) 

PRBS_Order 7 

Bit rate BitRate Default 

Sample Rate Sample Rate Default 

Emission Frequency 184.5e12 Hz 

Peak Power 1.0e-3 W 

Pulse Length Ratio 1.0 

Optical 
Rectangular 

Pulse 
Generator 

Initial Phase 0 

Amplitude 
Modulator 

Modulation Index 1 

Number of Fiber spans 1 

Length fl 

Group Refractive Index ng 

Attenuation 0.2e-3/m 

Reference Frequency  184.5e12 Hz 

Dispersion 16e-6 s/m2 

Raman Scattering No 

Rayleigh Scattering Yes 

Backscatter Description OTDR 

Effective Group Index ng 

Rayleigh Description Rayleigh Coefficient 

Polarization Analysis Scalar 

Fiber loop systems Universal 
fiber 

Bidirectional Analysis  Full 

  Field Analysis Bidirectional 
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Loop number 1 
(defined as loop 1)  

Round [15000/(fl)]   

Loop number 2  
(defined as loop2) 

Round [9000/(fl)] 

loop 

Loop number 3 
(defined as loop 3) 

Round [20000/(fl)] 

Null Source Output signal  Optical 

Center Frequency 184.5e12 Hz 

Bandwidth 100.0e9 

Power meter

Output Units dBm 

Attenuator 1 Attenuation 1 dB Optical Events 

Attenuator 2 Attenuation 3.1 dB 

Constant 
output 1 

level fl 

Constant 
output 2 

level Loop 1 

Constant 
output 3 

level Loop 2 

Integer Inputs 

Constant 
output 4 

level Loop 3 
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5.2 A.2: Simulation parameters of WDM PON supervision model described 
in subchapter 3.2 

Segment Device Parameter Value 

Time Window 64/2e6 s 

Sample Mode Bandwidth 2560e6 Hz 

SampleModeCenter 
Frequency 

184.5e12 Hz 

Sample Rate Default  64e6 Hz 

Global 
parameters of 

500 ns 
pulsewidth 

 

BitRate Default  2e6 Hz 

Light velocity 
(defined as vlight) 

300e6 m/s 

Refractive index of fiber  
(defined as ng) 

1.47 

Pulsewidth 
(defined as pw) 

1/ BitRate Default  

Resolution 
parameters  

 

Resolution or single loop 
fiber length  
(defined as fl) 

Round 
{ (pw)×[(vlight)/(2×ng

)] }   

Emission Frequency 184.5e12 Hz 

Sample Rate Sample Rate Default 

Average power 1.0e-3 W 

Linewidth 10e6 Hz 

CW-Laser 

Simulation band center 
frequency 

184.5e12 Hz 

Bit rate BitRate Default 

PRBS_Type PRBS 

Pseudo Random 
Binary Sequence 

Generator (PRBS)

PRBS_Order 7 

OTDR Pulse 
generator  

Optical 
Rectangular Pulse 

Generator 

Bit rate 
 

 
BitRate Default 
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Sample Rate Sample Rate Default 

Emission Frequency 184.5e12 Hz 

Peak Power 1.0e-3 W 

Pulse Length Ratio 1.0 

Initial Phase 0 

Amplitude 
Modulator 

Modulation Index 1 

Emission Frequency 192.8e12 Hz 

Sample Rate Sample Rate Default 

Average power 1.0e-3 W 

CW-Laser 1 

Linewidth 10e6 Hz 

CW-Laser 2 Emission Frequency 192.9e12 Hz 

CW-Laser 3 Emission Frequency 193.0e12 Hz 

CW-Laser 4 Emission Frequency 193.1e12 Hz 

CW-Laser 5 Emission Frequency 193.2e12 Hz 

CW-Laser 6 Emission Frequency 193.3e12 Hz 

CW-Laser 7 Emission Frequency 193.4e12 Hz 

CW-Laser 8 Emission Frequency 193.5e12 Hz 

CW-Laser 9 Emission Frequency 193.6e12 Hz 

CW-Laser 10 Emission Frequency 193.7e12 Hz 

CW-Laser 11 Emission Frequency 193.8e12 Hz 

CW-Laser 12 Emission Frequency 193.9e12 Hz 

Data Signal 
Source  

CW-Laser 13 Emission Frequency 194.0e12 Hz 

 CW-Laser 14 Emission Frequency 194.1e12 Hz 
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CW-Laser 15 Emission Frequency 194.2e12 Hz 

CW-Laser 16 Emission Frequency 194.3e12 Hz 

CW-Laser 17 Emission Frequency 194.4e12 Hz 

CW-Laser 18 Emission Frequency 194.5e12 Hz 

CW-Laser 19 Emission Frequency 194.6e12 Hz 

CW-Laser 20 Emission Frequency 194.7e12 Hz 

CW-Laser 21 Emission Frequency 194.8e12 Hz 

CW-Laser 22 Emission Frequency 194.9e12 Hz 

CW-Laser 23 Emission Frequency 195.0e12 Hz 

CW-Laser 24 Emission Frequency 195.1e12 Hz 

CW-Laser 25 Emission Frequency 195.2e12 Hz 

CW-Laser 26 Emission Frequency 195.3e12 Hz 

CW-Laser 27 Emission Frequency 195.4e12 Hz 

CW-Laser 28 Emission Frequency 195.5e12 Hz 

CW-Laser 29 Emission Frequency 195.6e12 Hz 

CW-Laser 30 Emission Frequency 195.7e12 Hz 

CW-Laser 31 Emission Frequency 195.8e12 Hz 

CW-Laser 32 Emission Frequency 195.9e12 Hz 

CW-Laser1~ 
CW-Laser 32 

Emission Frequencies, Sample Rates, Average 
powers, Linewidths are the same 
Insertion loss 0.3 dB 

Filter type Bandpass 

32×1 multiplexer

Transfer function Trapezoid 

  Bandwidth 1e12 Hz 
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Stop bandwidth 2e12 Hz 

Stop band attenuation 50 dB 

Channel spacing 100e9 Hz 

Center frequency of band 194.4e12 Hz 

Channel Number 32 

Noise resolution 100e9/4 

Filter type Bandpass 

Transfer function Trapezoid 

Bandwidth 400e9 Hz 

Stop bandwidth 800e9 Hz 

Stop band attenuation 50 dB 

Center frequency  184.5e12 Hz 

Optical filter 1 

Noise resolution 100e9/4 

Filter type Bandpass 

Transfer function Trapezoid 

Bandwidth 1e12 Hz 

Stop bandwidth 2e12 Hz 

Stop band attenuation 50 dB 

Center frequency  194.4e12 Hz 

Optical filter 1 

Noise resolution 100e9/4 

Insertion loss 0.3 dB 

WDM coupler 
1 

2×1 multiplexer 

Filter type Bandpass 

  Transfer function Trapezoid 
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Bandwidth 2e12 Hz 

Center frequency_filter1  184.5e12 Hz 

Center frequency_filter2 194.4e12 Hz 

Stop bandwidth 4e12 Hz 

Stop band attenuation 50 dB 

Noise resolution 100e9/4 

Filter type Bandpass 

Transfer function Trapezoid 

Bandwidth 400e9 Hz 

Stop bandwidth 800e9 Hz 

Stop band attenuation 50 dB 

Center frequency  184.5e12 Hz 

Optical filter 1 

Noise resolution 100e9/4 

Filter type Bandpass 

Transfer function Trapezoid 

Bandwidth 1e12 Hz 

Stop bandwidth 2e12 Hz 

Stop band attenuation 50 dB 

Center frequency  194.4e12 Hz 

Optical filter 1 

Noise resolution 100e9/4 

Insertion loss 0.3 dB 

WDM coupler 
2 

1×2 
demultiplexer 

Filter type Bandpass 

  Transfer function Trapezoid 
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Bandwidth 2e12 Hz 

Center frequency_filter1  184.5e12 Hz 

Center frequency_filter2 194.4e12 Hz 

Stop bandwidth 4e12 Hz 

Stop band attenuation 50 dB 

Noise resolution 100e9/4 

Insertion loss 0.5 dB 

Crosstalk  40 dB 

Switch Matrix (from fiber 
route 1 to fiber route 8) 

0 0 

Switch Matrix (from fiber 
route 9 to fiber route 16) 

0 1 

Switch Matrix (from fiber 
route 17 to fiber route 24) 

1 0 

1×4 Switch 

Switch Matrix (from fiber 
route 25 to fiber route 32) 

1 1 

Insertion loss 0.5 dB 1×8 Switch 

Crosstalk  40 dB 

Switch Matrix (route 1) 0 0 0  

Switch Matrix (route 2) 0 0 1 

Switch Matrix (route 3) 0 1 0 

Switch Matrix (route 4) 0 1 1 

Switch Matrix (route 5) 1 0 0 

Switch Matrix (route 6) 1 0 1 

Switch Unit 

Switch Matrix (route 7) 1 1 0 

 

1×8 Switch 1 
(from fiber route 1 

to fiber route 8) 

Switch Matrix (route 8) 1 1 1 
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Switch Matrix (route 9) 0 0 0  

Switch Matrix (route 10) 0 0 1 

Switch Matrix (route 11) 0 1 0 

Switch Matrix (route 12) 0 1 1 

Switch Matrix (route 13) 1 0 0 

Switch Matrix (route 14) 1 0 1 

Switch Matrix (route 15) 1 1 0 

1×8 Switch 2 
(from fiber route 9 
to fiber route 16) 

Switch Matrix (route 16) 1 1 1 

Switch Matrix (route 17) 0 0 0  

Switch Matrix (route 18) 0 0 1 

Switch Matrix (route 19) 0 1 0 

Switch Matrix (route 20) 0 1 1 

Switch Matrix (route 21) 1 0 0 

Switch Matrix (route 22) 1 0 1 

Switch Matrix (route 23) 1 1 0 

1×8 Switch 3 
(from fiber route 
17 to fiber route 

24) 

Switch Matrix (route 24) 1 1 1 

Switch Matrix (route 25) 0 0 0  

Switch Matrix (route 26) 0 0 1 

Switch Matrix (route 27) 0 1 0 

1×8 Switch 1 
(from fiber route 1 

to fiber route 8) 

Switch Matrix (route 28) 0 1 1 

  Switch Matrix (route 29) 1 0 0 
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Switch Matrix (route 30) 1 0 1 

Switch Matrix (route 31) 1 1 0 

Switch Matrix (route 32) 1 1 1 

Number of input ports 1 

Number of output ports 32 

Operating frequency range 192.5e12 Hz 
196.1e12 Hz 

Channel frequency 192.8e12 Hz 

Channel spacing output 100e9 Hz 

Colorless  On 

Free Spectral Range 3.5e12 Hz 

1×32 AWG 1×32 AWG 

Noise resolution 100e9/4 Hz 

Insertion loss 0.3 dB 

Filter type Bandpass 

Transfer function Trapezoid 

Bandwidth 400e9 Hz 

Center frequency_filter1  184.5e12 Hz 

Center frequency_filter2 192.8e12 Hz 

Stop bandwidth 800e9 Hz 

Stop band attenuation 50 dB 

2×1 multiplexer 
1 

Noise resolution 100e9/4 

Center frequency_filter1  184.5e12 Hz 

2×1 
multiplexer 

unit 

2×1 multiplexer 
2 

Center frequency_filter2 192.9e12 Hz 

 2×1 multiplexer3 Center frequency_filter1  184.5e12 Hz 
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Center frequency_filter2 193.0e12 Hz 

Center frequency_filter1  184.5e12 Hz 2×1 multiplexer 
4 

Center frequency_filter2 193.1e12 Hz 

Center frequency_filter1  184.5e12 Hz 2×1 multiplexer 
5 

Center frequency_filter2 193.2e12 Hz 

Center frequency_filter1  184.5e12 Hz 2×1 multiplexer 
6 

Center frequency_filter2 193.3e12 Hz 

Center frequency_filter1  184.5e12 Hz 2×1 multiplexer 
7 

Center frequency_filter2 193.4e12 Hz 

Center frequency_filter1  184.5e12 Hz 2×1 multiplexer 
8 

Center frequency_filter2 193.5e12 Hz 

Center frequency_filter1  184.5e12 Hz 2×1 multiplexer 
9 

Center frequency_filter2 193.6e12 Hz 

Center frequency_filter1  184.5e12 Hz 2×1 multiplexer 
10 

Center frequency_filter2 193.7e12 Hz 

Center frequency_filter1  184.5e12 Hz 2×1 multiplexer 
11 

Center frequency_filter2 193.8e12 Hz 

Center frequency_filter1  184.5e12 Hz 2×1 multiplexer 
12 

Center frequency_filter2 193.9e12 Hz 

Center frequency_filter1  184.5e12 Hz 2×1 multiplexer 
13 

Center frequency_filter2 194.0e12 Hz 

Center frequency_filter1  184.5e12 Hz  2×1 
multiplexer14 

Center frequency_filter2 194.1e12 Hz 
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Center frequency_filter1  184.5e12 Hz 2×1 multiplexer 
15 

Center frequency_filter2 194.2e12 Hz 

Center frequency_filter1  184.5e12 Hz 2×1 multiplexer 
16 

Center frequency_filter2 194.3e12 Hz 

Center frequency_filter1  184.5e12 Hz 2×1 multiplexer 
17 

Center frequency_filter2 194.4e12 Hz 

Center frequency_filter1  184.5e12 Hz 2×1 multiplexer 
18 

Center frequency_filter2 194.5e12 Hz 

Center frequency_filter1  184.5e12 Hz 2×1 multiplexer 
19 

Center frequency_filter2 194.6e12 Hz 

Center frequency_filter1  184.5e12 Hz 2×1 multiplexer 
20 

Center frequency_filter2 194.7e12 Hz 

Center frequency_filter1  184.5e12 Hz 2×1 multiplexer 
21 

Center frequency_filter2 194.8e12 Hz 

Center frequency_filter1  184.5e12 Hz 2×1 multiplexer 
22 

Center frequency_filter2 194.9e12 Hz 

Center frequency_filter1  184.5e12 Hz 2×1 multiplexer 
23 

Center frequency_filter2 195.0e12 Hz 

Center frequency_filter1  184.5e12 Hz 2×1 multiplexer 
24 

Center frequency_filter2 195.1e12 Hz 

Center frequency_filter1  184.5e12 Hz 2×1 
multiplexer25 

Center frequency_filter2 195.2e12 Hz 

 

2×1 multiplexer Center frequency_filter1  184.5e12 Hz 
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26 Center frequency_filter2 195.3e12 Hz 

Center frequency_filter1  184.5e12 Hz 2×1 multiplexer 
27 

Center frequency_filter2 195.4e12 Hz 

Center frequency_filter1  184.5e12 Hz 2×1 multiplexer 
28 

Center frequency_filter2 195.5e12 Hz 

Center frequency_filter1  184.5e12 Hz 2×1 multiplexer 
29 

Center frequency_filter2 195.6e12 Hz 

Center frequency_filter1  184.5e12 Hz 2×1 multiplexer 
30 

Center frequency_filter2 195.7e12 Hz 

Center frequency_filter1  184.5e12 Hz 2×1 multiplexer 
31 

Center frequency_filter2 195.8e12 Hz 

Center frequency_filter1  184.5e12 Hz 2×1 multiplexer 
32 

Center frequency_filter2 195.9e12 Hz 

multiplexer 1 ~ 
multiplexer 32 

Insertion losses, Filter types, Transfer functions, 
Bandwidths, Stop bandwidths, Stop band 

attenuations, Noise resolutions are the same 
Number of Fiber spans 1 

Length fl 

Group Refractive Index ng 

Attenuation 0.2e-3/m 

Reference Frequency  193.1e12 Hz 

Feeder fiber Universal fiber 

Dispersion 16e-6 s/m2 

Raman Scattering No 

Rayleigh Scattering Yes 

  

Backscatter Description OTDR 
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Effective Group Index ng 

Rayleigh Description Rayleigh Coefficient 

Polarization Analysis Scalar 

Bidirectional Analysis  Full 

Field Analysis Bidirectional 

Loop number 1 
(defined as loop 1)  

Round [6000/(fl)]  

Loop number 2  
(defined as loop2) 

Round [21000/(fl)] 

loop 

Loop number 3 
(defined as loop 3) 

Round [3000/(fl)] 

Null Source Output signal  Optical 

Center Frequency 193.1e12 Hz 

Bandwidth 100.0e9 

Power meter 

Output Units dBm 

Optical event 1 Attenuation 1.5 dB 

Optical event 2 Attenuation 2.1 dB 

loop Loop number 1 
(defined as loop d5k)  

Round [5000/(fl)]  

Null Source Output signal  Optical 

Center Frequency 192.8e12 Hz 

Bandwidth 100.0e9 

Drop fiber 1 

Power meter 

Output Units dBm 

Integer Input 1 level fl 

Integer Input 2 level Loop 1 

 

Integer Input 3 level Loop 2 
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Integer Input 4 level Loop 3 

Integer Input 5 level Loop d5k 

Loop number 1 
(defined as loop 31)  

Round [1400/(fl)]  loop 
 
 Loop number 2  

(defined as loop 32) 
Round [3600/(fl)] 

Null Source Output signal  Optical 

Center Frequency 193.1e12 Hz 

Bandwidth 100.0e9 

Power meter 
 
 

Output Units dBm 

Optical event Attenuation 2 dB 

Integer Input 1 level fl 

Integer Input 2 level Loop 1 

Integer Input 3 level Loop 2 

Integer Input 4 level Loop 3 

Integer Input 5 level Loop 31 

Drop fiber 3 

Integer Input 6 level Loop 32 

loop 
 

Loop number 1 
(defined as loop 91)  

Round [1200/(fl)]  

 
 

Loop number 2  
(defined as loop 92) 

Round [2700/(fl)] 

 Loop number 3 
(defined as loop 93) 

Round [1100/(fl)] 

Drop fiber 9 

Null Source Output signal  Optical 

Center Frequency 193.6e12 Hz 

Bandwidth 100.0e9 

 Power meter 
 
 
 Output Units dBm 
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Optical event 1 Attenuation 1.6 dB 

Optical event 2 Attenuation 2.3 dB 

Integer Input 1 level fl 

Integer Input 2 level Loop 1 

Integer Input 3 level Loop 2 

Integer Input 4 level Loop 3 

Integer Input 5 level Loop 91 

Integer Input 6 level Loop 92 

Integer Input 7 level Loop 93 

Loop number 1 
(defined as loop 211)  

Round [3300/(fl)]  loop 
 
 Loop number 2  

(defined as loop 212) 
Round [1700/(fl)] 

   Null Source Output signal  Optical 

Center Frequency 194.8e12 Hz 

Bandwidth 100.0e9 

Power meter 
 
 

Output Units dBm 

Optical event Attenuation 3.1 dB 

Integer Input 1 level fl 

Integer Input 2 level Loop 1 

Drop fiber 21 

Integer Input 3 level Loop 2 

Integer Input 4 level Loop 3 

Integer Input 5 level Loop 211 

 

Integer Input 6 level Loop 212 
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Loop number 1 
(defined as loop 211)  

Round [3300/(fl)]  loop 
 
 Loop number 2  

(defined as loop 212) 
Round [1700/(fl)] 

Null Source Output signal  Optical 

Center Frequency 194.9e12 Hz 

Bandwidth 100.0e9 

Power meter 
 
 
 

Output Units dBm 

Optical event Attenuation 1.7 dB 

Integer Input 1 level fl 

Integer Input 2 level Loop 1 

Integer Input 3 level Loop 2 

Integer Input 4 level Loop 3 

Integer Input 5 level Loop 211 

Drop fiber 22 

Integer Input 6 level Loop 212 

Loop number 1 
(defined as loop 321)  

Round [3900/(fl)]  loop 
 
 Loop number 2  

(defined as loop 322) 
Round [1100/(fl)] 

Null Source Output signal  Optical 

Center Frequency 195.9e12 Hz 

Bandwidth 100.0e9 

Drop fiber 32 

Power meter 

Output Units dBm 

Optical event Attenuation 60 dB 

Integer Input 1 level fl 

 

Integer Input 2 level Loop 1 
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Integer Input 3 level Loop 2 

Integer Input 4 level Loop 3 

Integer Input 5 level Loop 321 

Integer Input 6 level Loop 322 

Number of Fiber spans 1 

Length 5000 m 

Group Refractive Index ng 

Attenuation 0.2e-3/m 

Reference Frequency  193.1e12 Hz 

Dispersion 16e-6 s/m2 

Raman Scattering No 

Universal fiber 
forward 

Polarization Analysis Scalar 

Filter type Bandpass 

Transfer function Trapezoid 

Bandwidth 400e9 Hz 

Stop bandwidth 800e9 Hz 

Stop band attenuation 50 dB 

Center frequency  Every route has the 
same frequency 

according to their 
CW_laser 

Drop fibers 
without OTDR 
implementation 

and optical 
events 

Optical filter  

Noise resolution 100e9/4 
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Chapter 6. Appendix II MATLAB codes 

6.1 B.1: MATLAB codes of PtP PON supervision model described in 
subchapter 3.1 
function [output]=min3(input3,input4,input5,input6,input7) 
%input3=output of the third power meter 
%input4=fl(single loop fiber length) 
%input5=loop number of loop1 
%input6=loop number of loop2 
%input7=loop number of loop3 
 
load count3; 
c=c+1; 
save count3c; 
fid3=fopen('input3.dat','a'); 
fwrite(fid3,input3,'float'); 
fclose(fid3); 
 
output=0; 
load count1; 
load count2; 
if a==input5&&b==input6&&c==input7 
fid1=fopen('input1.dat','r'); 
AA=fread(fid1,'float'); 
fclose(fid1); 
fid2=fopen('input2.dat','r'); 
BB=fread(fid2,'float'); 
fclose(fid2); 
fid3=fopen('input3.dat','r'); 
CC=fread(fid3,'float'); 
fclose(fid3); 
fid8=fopen('input8.dat','r'); 
Pin=fread(fid8,'float'); 
fclose(fid8); 
D=[AA;BB;CC]; 
cc=length(D);  
dd=(input4/1000)*(1:cc); 
D1=10*(log10(D/Pin)); 
%D1=D-Pin; 
plot(dd,D1),grid minor 
xlabel('distance [km]') 
ylabel('power loss [dB]') 
title('OTDR trace') 
    delete('input1.dat'); 
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delete('input2.dat'); 
    delete('input3.dat'); 
delete('input8.dat'); 
    a=0; 
    b=0; 
    c=0; 
    save count1a; 
    save count2b; 
    save count3c; 
end 

6.2 6.2 B.2: MATLAB codes of WDM PON supervision model described in 
subchapter 3.2 
function 

[output]=wdm212(input100,input14,input1,input2,input3,input10,input11,input

212) 
%input212=output of the last power meter of fiber route 21 
%input100=choose one fiber route 
%input14=fl(single loop fiber length) 
%input1=loop number of loop1 
%input2=loop number of loop2 
%input3=loop number of loop3 
%input10=loop number of loop211 
%input11=loop number of loop212 
 
output=input212; 
 
load count212; 
d212=d212+1; 
save count212d212; 
fid11=fopen('input212.dat','a'); 
fwrite(fid11,input212,'float'); 
fclose(fid11); 
 
load countf1; 
load countf2; 
load countf3; 
load count211; 
 
if 

f1==input1&&f2==input2&&f3==input3&&d211==input10&&d212==input11&&input100=

=21 
 
fid16=fopen('input15.dat','r');   
Pin=fread(fid16,'float'); 
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fclose(fid16); 
 
fid1=fopen('input1f.dat','r'); 
AA=fread(fid1,'float'); 
fclose(fid1); 
 
fid2=fopen('input2f.dat','r'); 
BB=fread(fid2,'float'); 
fclose(fid2); 
 
fid3=fopen('input3f.dat','r'); 
CC=fread(fid3,'float'); 
fclose(fid3); 
 
fid10=fopen('input211.dat','r'); 
JJ=fread(fid10,'float'); 
fclose(fid10); 
 
fid11=fopen('input212.dat','r'); 
KK=fread(fid11,'float'); 
fclose(fid11); 
 
K=[AA;BB;CC;JJ;KK]; 
cc=length(K);  
dd=(input14/1000)*(1:cc); 
%F1=10*(log10(F/Pin)); 
K1=K-Pin; 
plot(dd,K1),grid minor 
xlabel('distance [km]') 
ylabel('power loss [dB]') 
title('OTDR trace_#21') 
 
    delete('input15.dat'); 
    delete('input1f.dat'); 
    delete('input2f.dat'); 
    delete('input3f.dat'); 
    delete('input211.dat'); 
    delete('input212.dat'); 
 
    f1=0; 
    f2=0; 
    f3=0; 
    d211=0; 
    d212=0; 
    save countf1f1; 
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    save countf2f2; 
    save countf3f3; 
    save count211d211; 
    save count212d212; 
end 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


